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Abstract—Mobile network is evolving from a communication-
only network towards one with joint communication and
radar/radio sensing (JCAS) capabilities, that we call perceptive
mobile network (PMN). Radio sensing here refers to information
retrieval from received mobile signals for objects of interest in the
environment surrounding the radio transceivers, and it may go
beyond the functions of localization, tracking, and object recog-
nition of traditional radar. In PMNs, JCAS integrates sensing
into communications, sharing a majority of system modules and
the same transmitted signals. The PMN is expected to provide
a ubiquitous radio sensing platform and enable a vast number
of novel smart applications, whilst providing non-compromised
communications. In this paper, we present a broad picture of the
motivation, methodologies, challenges, and research opportunities
of realizing PMN, by providing a comprehensive survey for
systems and technologies developed mainly in the last ten years.
Beginning by reviewing the work on coexisting communication
and radar systems, we highlight their limits on addressing the
interference problem, and then introduce the JCAS technology.
We then set up JCAS in the mobile network context and envisage
its potential applications. We continue to provide a brief review
of three types of JCAS systems, with particular attention to their
differences in design philosophy. We then introduce a framework
of PMN, including the system platform and infrastructure, three
types of sensing operations, and signals usable for sensing.
Subsequently, we discuss required system modifications to enable
sensing on current communication-only infrastructure. Within
the context of PMN, we review stimulating research problems
and potential solutions, organized under nine topics: performance
bounds, waveform optimization, antenna array design, clutter
suppression, sensing parameter estimation, resolution of sensing
ambiguity, pattern analysis, networked sensing under cellular
topology, and sensing-assisted communications. We conclude the
paper by listing key open research problems for the aforemen-
tioned topics and sharing some lessons that we have learned.
Index Terms—Clutter suppression, Dual-functional Radar-
Communications (DFRC), Integrated Sensing and Communi-
cations (ISAC), Joint Communication and radar/radio Sensing
(JCAS), Joint Communications and Radar (JCR), Joint Radar-
Communications (JRC), Mobile networks, Networked sensing,
Radar-Communications (RadCom), Sensing-assisted communica-
tion, Sensing parameter estimation, Waveform optimization.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A. Abbreviations
A list of the major abbreviations used in this paper is
provided in Table I.
B. Background
Wireless communication and radar sensing (C&S) have
been advancing in parallel for decades, yet with limited
intersections. They share many commonalities in terms of
signal processing algorithms, devices and, to a certain extent,
system architecture. This has recently motivated significant
research interests in the coexistence, cooperation, and joint
design of the two systems [1]–[8].
The coexistence of communication and radar systems has
been extensively studied in the past decade, with a focus on de-
veloping efficient interference management techniques so that
the two individually deployed systems can operate smoothly
without interfering with each other [9]–[13]. Although radar
and communication systems may be co-located and even
physically integrated, they transmit two different signals over-
lapped in time and/or frequency domains. They operate si-
multaneously by sharing the same resources cooperatively,
with a goal of minimizing interference to each other. Great
efforts have been devoted to mutual interference cancellation
in this case, using, for example, beamforming design in [13],
cooperative spectrum sharing in [14], opportunistic primary-
secondary spectrum sharing in [10], and dynamic coexistence
in [12]. However, effective interference cancellation typically
has stringent requirements on the mobility of nodes and
information exchange between them. The spectral efficiency
improvement is hence limited in practice.
Since the interference in coexisting systems is caused
by transmitting two separate signals, it is natural to ask
whether one can use a single transmitted signal for both
communications and radar sensing. Radar systems typically
use specifically designed waveforms such as short pulses
and chirps, which enable high power radiation and simple
receiver processing [15]. However, these waveforms are not
necessary for radar sensing. Passive radar or passive sensing
is a good example of exploring diverse radio signals for
sensing [16]–[19]. In principle, the objects to be sensed can
be illuminated by any radio signal of sufficient power, such
as TV signals [20], WiFi signals [21], and mobile (cellu-
lar) signals [22]–[24]. This is because the propagation of
radio signals is always affected by environmental dynamics
such as transceiver movement, surrounding objects’ movement
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TABLE I: List of abbreviations.
Abbreviations Meanings
AoA Angle of arrival
AoD Angle of departure




CPI Coherent processing interval
CRAN Cloud radio access network
CS Compressive sensing
CSI Channel state information
C&S Wireless communications and
radar/radio sensing
DFRC Dual-function(al) radar communications
DFT Discrete Fourier Transform
DMRS Demodulation reference signals
FDD Frequency division duplexing
FMCW Frequency-modulated continuous-wave
GMM Gaussian mixture model
IFFT Inverse fast Fourier transform
IoT Internet of things
JCAS Joint communications and radio/radar sensing
LFM Linear frequency modulation
LFM-CPM LFM-continuous phase modulation
LOS Line of sight
MAC Medium access
MI Mutual information
MIMO Multiple-input and multiple-output
MISO Multiple-input and single-output
MMSE Minimum mean-square error
MMV Multi measurement vector
mmWave Millimeter wave
NLOS None line of sight
NR New radio
OFDM Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing
OFDMA Orthogonal frequency-division multiple access
PHY Physical
PAPR Peak-to-average power ratio
PMN Perceptive mobile network
PDSCH Physical downlink shared channel
PUSCH Physical uplink shared channel
PRB Physical resource-block
RFID Radio-frequency identification
RIP Restricted isometry property
RIS Reconfigurable intelligent surface
RMA Recursive moving averaging
RMSE Root mean square error
RRU Remote radio unit
Rx Receiver
SC Single carrier
SDMA Spatial division multiple access
SISO Single input single output
SRS Sounding reference signals




ULA Uniform linear array
V2V Vehicle to vehicle
and profile variation, and even weather changes. Hence the
environmental information is encoded to the received radio
signals and can be extracted by using passive radar techniques.
However, there are two major limitations with passive sensing.
Firstly, the clock phases between transmitter and receiver are
not synchronized in passive sensing and there is always an
unknown and possibly time-varying timing offset between the
transmitted and received signals. This leads to timing and
therefore ranging ambiguity in the sensing results, as well
as causing difficulties in aggregating multiple measurements
for joint processing. Secondly, the sensing receiver may not
know the signal structure. As a result, passive sensing lacks the
capability of interference suppression, and it cannot separate
multiuser signals from different transmitters. Of course, the
radio signals are not optimized for sensing in any way.
Traditional radar is evolving towards more general radio
sensing. We prefer the term radio sensing to radar due to
its generality and comprehensiveness. Radio sensing here can
widely refer to retrieving information from received radio
signals, other than the communication data modulated to
the signal at the transmitter. It can be achieved through the
measurement of both sensing parameters related to location
and moving speed, such as time delay, angle-of-arrival (AoA),
angle-of-departure (AoD), Doppler frequency and magnitude
of a multipath signal, and physical feature parameters (such
as inherent pattern signals of devices/objects/activities), using
radio signals. The two corresponding processing activities are
called sensing parameter estimation and pattern recognition in
this paper. In this sense, radio sensing refers more to general
sensing techniques and applications using radio signals, like
video sensing using video signals. Radio sensing involves
more diverse applications such as object, activity and event
recognition in Internet of Things (IoT), WiFi and 5G networks
[25]. In [4], the authors described the ubiquitous use of
wireless technologies such as WiFi, Bluetooth, FM radio and
mobile cellular networks, as signals of opportunity in the
implementation of IoT. These radio signals are transmitted by
an existing infrastructure and are not specifically designed for
the sensing purpose. In [26], the authors surveyed works on
WiFi sensing where WiFi signals can be used for people and
behavior recognition in an indoor environment. In [27], it is
shown that other radio signals, such as RFID and ZigBee,
can also be used for activity recognition. These publications
demonstrate the strong potential of using low-bandwidth com-
munication signals for radio sensing applications.
Joint communication and radar/radio sensing (JCAS) [29],
[32], [33] is emerging as an attractive solution for integrating
communication and sensing into one system. It has also been
known under different terms, such as Radar-communications
(RadCom) [1], joint radar (and) communications (JRC) [5],
[7], [34], joint communications (and) radar (JCR) [35], [36],
dual-function(al) radar communications (DFRC) [30], [37],
[38], and more recently, integrated sensing and communica-
tions (ISAC). Here, we use JCAS in more of the sense of
DFRC, which jointly designs and uses a single transmitted
signal for both communication and sensing. This means that
the majority of transmitter modules can be shared by C&S.
Most of the receiver hardware can also be shared, but receiver
processing, particularly the baseband signal processing, is
typically different for C&S. Via joint design, JCAS can also
potentially overcome the two aforementioned limitations in
passive sensing. These properties make JCAS significantly dif-
ferent from existing spectrum sharing concepts such as cogni-
tive radio, the aforementioned coexisting communication-radar
systems, and “integrated” systems using separated waveforms
[28] where communication and sensing signals are separated
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TABLE II: Comparison of C&S with separated waveforms, coexisting C&S, passive sensing, cognitive radio, and JCAS.





- C&S signals are separated in time,
frequency, code and/or polarization;
- C&S hardware and software are par-
tially shared.
- Small mutual interference;
- Almost independent design of
C&S waveforms.
- Low spectrum efficiency;
- Low order of integration;




C&S use separated signals but share the
same resource. Higher spectrum efficiency
- Interference is a major issue;
- Nodes cooperation and complicated signal process-





- Received radio signals are used for
sensing at a specifically designed sens-
ing receiver, external to the communi-
cation system;
- No joint signal design at transmitter.
- Without requiring any change to
existing infrastructure;
- Higher spectrum efficiency.
- Require dedicated sensing receiver;
- Timing ambiguity;
- No waveform optimization.
- Non-coherent sensing and limited sensing ca-
pability when signal structure is complicated and
unknown, e.g., incapable of separating multi-user




Secondary systems coexist with pri-
mary ones by sensing spectrum holes
or via interference mitigation.
- Improved spectrum efficiency;
- Negligible impact on the opera-
tion of primary systems.
Performance of secondary systems cannot be guar-
anteed. They also have higher complexities due to





A common transmitted signal is jointly
designed and used for C&S.
- Highest spectral efficiency;
- Fully shared transmitter and
largely shared receiver;
- Joint design and optimization on
waveform, system and network;
- “Coherent sensing”.
- Requirement for full-duplex or equivalent capabil-
ity of a receiver co-locating with the transmitter;
- Sensing ambiguity when transmitter and receiver
are separated without clock synchronization.
in resources such as time, frequency and code, despite the two
functions may physically be combined in one system. In Table
II, we briefly compare the signal formats and key features,
advantages, and disadvantage of five types of systems: C&S
with separated waveforms, coexisting C&S, passive sensing,
cognitive radio, and JCAS.
The initial concept of integrated C&S systems may be traced
back to the 1960s [5], and had been primarily investigated
for developing multi-mode or multi-function military radars.
In the early days, most of such systems belong to the type
C&S with separated waveforms, as detailed in Table II. There
has been limited research on JCAS for domestic systems
before 2010. In the past ten years, JCAS has been studied
based on both simple point-to-point communications such
as vehicular networks [29], [35], [39], [40] and complicated
mobile/cellular networks [8], [38], [41], [42]. The former can
find great applications in autonomous driving, while the latter
may revolutionize the current communication-only mobile
networks.
JCAS has the potential of integrating radio sensing into
large-scale mobile networks, creating what we call Perceptive
Mobile Networks (PMNs) [8], [32], [43]–[45]. By “percep-
tive”, we mean the added capability of perceiving the en-
vironment via radio vision and inference to existing mobile
networks. Such perception can go far beyond localization
and tracking, enabling the mobile network to “see” and
understand the environment. Evolving from the current mobile
network, the PMN is expected to serve as a ubiquitous radio-
sensing network, whilst providing uncompromising mobile
communication services. It can be built on top of existing
mobile network infrastructure, without requiring significant
changes on network structure and equipment. It will unleash
the maximum capabilities of mobile networks, and avoid the
prohibitively high infrastructure costs of building separate
wide-area radio sensing networks. With a large coverage,
the integrated communication and sensing capabilities are
expected to enable many new applications for which current
sensing solutions are either impractical or too costly.
C. Potential Sensing Applications of PMNs
Large-scale sensing is becoming increasingly important for
the growth of our industry and society [32], [43], [44]. It
is a critical enabler for disruptive IoT applications and a
diverse range of smart initiatives such as smart cities and smart
transportation [25]. Unfortunately, its adoption is severely
constrained by the high infrastructure costs due to the limited
coverage areas of existing sensors. For example, seamless
camera surveillance over expansive areas will be prohibitively
expensive due to the sheer number of cameras and communi-
cation links required to connect them. In addition, there are
significant privacy concerns.
PMN is able to provide simultaneous communication and
radio sensing services, and it can potentially become a ubiqui-
tous solution for radio sensing because of its larger broadband
coverage and powerful infrastructure. Its joint and harmonized
communication and sensing capabilities will increase the pro-
ductivity of our society, and facilitate the creation and adoption
of a vast number of new applications that no existing sensors
can efficiently enable. Some earlier work on passive sensing
using mobile signals has demonstrated its potentials. For
example, [22], [23] and [24] used GSM-based radio signals
for traffic monitoring, weather prediction and remote sensing
of rainfall, respectively. The perceptive network can be widely
deployed for both communication and sensing applications in
transport, communications, energy, precision agriculture, and
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TABLE III: Potential sensing applications of PMN.
Application




- Real-time city-wide vehicle classification and tracking;
- Vehicle speed measurement;
- On-road parking space detection;
- Sensing assistant to autonomous driving;
- Drone monitoring and management.
Smart City
- Extensive on-street and open space surveillance for secu-
rity and safety;
- Low-cost automatic street lighting systems;
- Crowd management for major events and emergency
evacuation;
- Integrated personal navigation and safety services pro-
vided by PMN and smart mobile devices.
Smart
Home
- (Through-the-wall) localization and tracking;
- Human behavior recognition and fall detection;
- Monitoring of biomedical signals such as respiration
patterns;
- Human presence detection and radio fence.
Industrial
IoT
- Localization and tracking of vehicles, equipment, and
workers;
- Surveillance and proximity detection;
- Object recognition and authentication;




- Factory emissions and pollution monitoring;
- Rainfall monitoring and flooding prediction;
- Animal migration monitoring;




- Radio signal propagation mapping and site survey;
- Beam tracking and predictive beamforming;
- Sensing-seeded encrypted communications;
- Sensing assisted resource optimization for communica-
tions.
security, where existing solutions are either infeasible or inef-
ficient. It can also provide complementary sensing capabilities
to existing sensor networks, with its unique features of day-
and-night operation and see-through of fog, foliage, and even
solid objects.
There have been numerous WiFi sensing demonstrators
developed and reported in literature, for applications con-
cerning safety, security, health and entertainment [26]. The
PMN has more advanced infrastructure than WiFi sensing,
including larger antenna array, larger signal bandwidth, more
powerful signal processing, and distributed and cooperative
base-stations. In particular, with massive multiple-input and
multiple-output (MIMO), the PMN equivalently possesses a
massive number of “pixels” for sensing. This enables radio
devices to resolve numerous objects at a time and achieve
sensing results with much better resolution.
Some of the sensing applications that can be enabled by
PMN are illustrated in Fig. 1. They may be classified as several
major areas, such as smart transportation, smart city, smart
home, industrial IoT, environmental sensing, and sensing-
assisted communications. More specific examples of these
applications are listed in Table III. Detailed discussions on











Factory Automation Drones, UAV
Military Devices
Fig. 1: Applications and use cases of PMN, with integrated
communication and sensing capabilities.
D. Contributions and Structure of this Paper
This paper provides a comprehensive survey on the state-
of-the-art research on PMN that realizes JCAS technology
in mobile networks. different from some existing overview
articles [1]–[3], [5]–[7], [25], [28], [30], [31], [34], [46], as
elaborated on in Table IV, we focus on JCAS techniques that
are tailored to cellular/mobile networks, and provide in-depth
review, observations, and insights from the signal-processing
perspective. This paper is distinctive in terms of its main topics
of coverage, as can be clearly seen from Table IV. Based on
our own extensive research experience and outputs, this article
intends to provide a clear picture on what the PMN will look
like and how it may evolve from the current communication-
only network from the viewpoints of both infrastructure and
technology. It also provides many more technical details on
JCAS technologies, particularly on the receiver side process-
ing. More specifically, in this survey, we consider mobile-
network-specific JCAS challenges and solutions, associated
with heterogeneous network architecture and components,
sophisticated mobile signal format, and complicated signal
propagation environment. We refer to complicated mobile
signals as those with modulations of orthogonal frequency-
division multiple access (OFDMA) and multiuser-MIMO (or
spatial division multiple access, SDMA). We discuss major
challenges and required changes to system infrastructure for
the paradigm shift from communication-only mobile network
to PMN with integrated communication and sensing, and
provide a comprehensive review of existing technologies and
open research problems, in order to address these challenges
within the framework of PMN.
The overall structure of the paper is illustrated in Fig. 2.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
• In Section II, we first discuss the difference between
communication and radar waveforms. We then briefly
review the research on three types of JCAS systems: (1)
radar-centric design which realizes communication func-
tion in a primary radar system, (2) communication-centric
design which realizes radio sensing function in a primary
communication system, and (3) joint design without being
constrained to an underlying system. Particular attention
is paid to how the three types of JCAS systems overcome
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TABLE IV: A comparison of the scope and topics of coverage between existing related overview articles and this survey. The
letters A to J represent the following topics: A - PMN Framework and evolution; B - Performance Bounds; C - Waveform
design and optimization; D - Antenna array design; E - Clutter Suppression; F - Sensing parameter estimation; G - Resolution
of Sensing ambiguity; H - Pattern analysis; I - Networked Sensing; J - Sensing-assisted Communications. We use the numbers
0 to 2 to represent the extent of coverage, with 0 for no coverage, 1 for limited review, and 2 for broad and extensive coverage.
It is important to note that every listed paper has its own focus, merits, and contributions, as summarized in the Scope
column. The listed topics of coverage are limited to those considered in our paper, and other topics discussed in the
papers being compared are not appraised here. So a low score does not disparage the overall contribution of the paper
in any sense.
Papers Scope A B C D E F G H I J
[1]
Probably the first overview article on JCAS that provides some basic signal
models and receiver signal processing techniques for sensing using both
single carrier and multicarrier communication signals.
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[3]
Introduces the estimation-rate metric for radar, and offers a general review
on radar-communications convergence, including coexisting, cooperation
and co-design, by referring to this metric and the communication-rate
metric. Limited coverage on co-design (JCAS).
0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[5]
Provides a detailed introduction to the applications and evolution of JCAS
technologies, and a brief overview of coexisting C&S and DFRC (JCAS)
systems. A detailed mmWave DFRC system is also proposed.
0 1 2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0
[2]
Reviews recent work on coexistence between C&R systems, including
signal models, waveform design, and signal processing techniques. A very
good introduction to signal models.
0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
[6] Provides a very good introduction to radar-centric JCAS systems, with afocus on signal embedding techniques. 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[7]
Focuses on mmWave JCAS systems. Provides a detailed introduction
to signal modeling and waveform design, and an excellent comparison
between pulse-modulated continuous wave and OFDMA JCAS systems.
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
[30]
Reviews JCAS technologies in the context of autonomous vehicles, with
a focus on signal modeling and waveform design particularly index
modulation.
0 0 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
[34] Reviews technologies in coexistence, cooperation, co-design and collabo-ration of C&R systems. 0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
[31]
Offers a comprehensive review of radio resource management in JCAS
systems, such as spectrum sharing, power allocation, and interference
management. Countermeasures to the security issues in JCAS are also
discussed.
0 1 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1
This
survey
Reviews mobile-network-specific JCAS challenges and solutions; Provides
detailed review of network structure, evolution, and key technologies from
the signal processing perspective for PMN.
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Fig. 2: Main structure of the article.
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the waveform difference to meet the different require-
ments for C&S. Note that the PMN is an example of
communication-centric design that realizes radio sensing
in primary mobile communication networks.
• In Section III, we provide detailed discussions on what
PMN is. This is about the framework of a PMN, specify-
ing how sensing may be integrated at the basic network
and signal levels. This framework is built on the current
structure and signals of existing mobile networks, by
identifying and endowing their roles in sensing. We
review works on such a framework of a PMN, including
system architecture, three types of unified sensing op-
tions, and signals usable for sensing. Signal and channel
models on PMN are also provided in the Appendix.
• In Section IV, we further discuss the required modifi-
cations to system infrastructure, in order to evolve the
current communication-only network to PMN. We review
both long-term full-duplex option and three near-term
options that enable JCAS in PMNs without requiring
significant network modifications, particularly for time-
division duplexing (TDD) systems.
• Section V discusses three major research challenges, as
well as research opportunities, in PMNs, including sens-
ing parameter extraction, joint design and optimization,
and networked sensing.
• In Section VI, we provide a comprehensive review of
technologies that have been developed to address the
above challenges and beyond, and discuss open research
problems and potential solutions. This part of the review
is organized under nine topics: performance bounds, joint
waveform optimization to balance the performance of
communication and sensing, antenna array design, clutter
suppression, sensing parameter estimation, resolution of
sensing ambiguity, pattern analysis, networked sensing
under cellular topology, and sensing-assisted communi-
cations.
• Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VII. We also
provide a table that summarizes the matureness and
research difficulties for each of the major technical areas,
and highlight their key open research problems.
II. THREE TYPES OF JCAS SYSTEMS
Based on the design priority and the underlying signal
formats, the current JCAS systems may be classified into the
following three categories, namely:
• Radar-centric design: Realizing communication function
in a primary radar system (or integrating communication
into radar);
• Communication-centric design: Realizing radio/radar
sensing function in a primary communication system (or
integrating radar into communication); and
• Joint design and optimization: technologies without con-
strain to underlying systems and signals.
In the first two categories, the design and research focus are
typically on how to realize the other function based on the
signal formats of the primary system, with the principle of not
significantly affecting the primary system. Slight modifications
and optimizations may be applied to the system and signals.
The last category considers the design and optimization of
the signal waveform, system and network architecture, without
bias to either communication or sensing, aiming at fulfilling
the desired applications only. PMNs belong to the second
class, aiming to evolve a communication-only network towards
one with integrated communication and sensing.
Next, we first briefly discuss the major differences between
traditional communication and radar signals, which are im-
portant for understanding the design philosophy of the three
categories of JCAS systems. We then provide a brief review on
the recent research progress in each of the categories, referring
to the classification of the three categories of JCAS systems
in terms of their technical scope, as shown in Fig. 3. A brief
summary of selected recent research works on each of the
JCAS categories, as well as co-existing C&S, is provided in
Table V.
A. Major Differences between C&S Signals
Fig. 4 presents the simplified transceivers and signal struc-
tures of C&R to illustrate their major differences.
Conventional radar systems include pulsed and continuous-
wave radars [3], [28], [63], as shown in Fig. 4. In pulsed
radar systems, short pulses of large bandwidth are transmit-
ted either individually or in a group, followed by a silent
period for receiving the echoes of the pulses. Continuous-
wave radars transmit waveforms, such as chirp, continuously,
typically scanning over a large range of frequencies. In either
system, the waveforms are typically non-modulated. These
waveforms are used in both SISO and MIMO radar systems,
with orthogonal waveforms used in MIMO radars [15], [63].
In most of radar systems, low peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR) is a desired feature for the transmitting signal, which
enables high efficiency power amplifier and long-range oper-
ation. The transmitting waveform is also desired to have an
ambiguity function with steep and narrow mainlobes, which
is the correlation function of the received echo signals and the
local template signal [6], [63]. These waveforms are designed
to enable low-complexity hardware and signal processing in
radar receivers, for estimating key sensing parameters such
as delay, Doppler frequency and angle of arrival. However,
they are not indispensable for estimating these parameters. A
pulsed radar receiver typically samples the signal at a high
sampling rate twice of the transmitted pulse bandwidths, or
at a relatively lower sampling rate at the desired resolution of
the delay (ranging); while the receiver of a continuous-wave
radar, e.g., frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW)
radar, typically samples signals of “beat” frequency at a rate
much smaller than the scanning bandwidth, proportional to the
desired detection capability of the maximal delay. Here, the
beat frequency equals the difference between the frequencies
of the echo signal and the transmitted signal that is used as
the input to the local oscillator of the receiver, and contains
the range information. Due to their special signal form and
hardware, radar systems generally cannot support very high-
rate communications, without significant modifications to the
waveforms and/or receiver structure [5], [6].
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Joint Communications and Sensing (JCAS)
Fig. 3: A classification of the three types of JCAS systems, in terms of their technical scope.
TABLE V: Exemplified research on Radar-Communication coexistence and JCAS solutions in the literature.







Multi-carrier quasi-orthogonal LFM-CPM waveform
of MIMO radar utilized for multiuser communication
in JCAS
Shared waveform design, signal processing and per-
formance evaluation for the radar and communication
subsystems
[48] Integration of communication into MIMO radar Transmit and receive beamforming design for full-duplexcommunication in MIMO radar
[49] JCAS realized in primary MIMO radar Communication signals embedded into the radar transmit
waveform for JCAS
[50] Carrier frequency of the radar signal used for modu-lating communication information.







[35] IEEE 802.11ad mmWave V2V communication systemutilized as automotive radars.
Radar detection as well as range and velocity estimation
by leveraging standard WLAN receiver algorithms and
classical pulse-Doppler radar algorithms
[39]
IEEE 802.11 OFDM communications waveform used
for sensing in vehicular network
Brute-force optimization performed based on received
mean-normalized channel energy for radar range estima-
tion
[51] OFDM communication signals used for radar sensing Signal processing aspects of OFDM radar by peri-odogram and ESPRIT algorithms
[52]
Generalized multicarrier radar and OFDM communi-
cation system are converged where subsets of subcarri-
ers assigned to the radar or the communications tasks. Multicarrier waveform proposed for JCAS
[53], [54] IEEE 802.11p OFDM communication waveform in
vehicular networks used for radar sensing







Implementation of digital beamforming radar and
MIMO communications integration at 24 GHz ISM
band for intelligent transportation applications
Continuous single-carrier and multicarrier waveforms de-
sign, as well as techniques for range, Doppler and DoA
estimation by classical Fourier transform-based approach
and MUSIC algorithms
[42] Multiple input, single output (MISO) joint multiple ac-cess channel topology considered for JCAS operation
Successive interference cancellation (SIC) for commu-
nication, and Pulse-Doppler processing techniques are
employed to extract Doppler and range estimates in radar
operation.
[55]–[57]
Joint radar-communications integrated receiver simul-
taneously perform radar target parameter estimation
and decode a communications signal
Matched filtering clutter suppression techniques related
to modern mobile networks based JCAS
[7], [58]–
[61]
mmWave JCAS systems. Beamforming design, waveform design, adaptive
mmWave waveform design for automotive applications
[38], [41],
[62]
Waveform design for MIMO radar and multi-user
MIMO communication
Several optimization-based waveform designs for given
radar beam patterns and under constant modulus con-






Spectrum sharing between downlink MU-MIMO com-
munication and co-located MIMO radar on the same
frequency band.
Transmit beamforming optimization solution given for
both shared and separated antenna deployment and for
both perfect and imperfect CSI.
[12] Coexistence between a co-located MIMO radar systemand a LTE communications system.
Spectrum sharing techniques introduced for JCAS oper-
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Pulsed Radar
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Preamble Data payload
Communications
Tx Rx Tx Rx
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Preamble Data payload
JCAS
Tx Rx Tx Rx
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Fig. 4: Illustration of basic pulse and continuous-wave radar,
communication systems, and JCAS systems. Tx stands for
transmitter; Rx for Receiver; PRI for pulse repetition interval;
and BPF for bandpass filter.
Comparatively, communication signals are designed to max-
imize the information-carrying capabilities. They are typically
modulated, and modulated signals are typically appended with
non-modulated intermittent training signals in a packet, as
can be seen from Fig. 4. To support diverse devices and
communication requirements, communication signals can be
very complicated. For example, they can be discontinuous
and fragmented over time and frequency domains, have high
PAPR, have complicated signal structures due to advanced
modulations applied across time, frequency, and spatial do-
mains.
Although being designed without considering the demand
for sensing, communication signals can potentially be used for
estimating all the key sensing parameters. However, different
from conventional channel estimation, which is already imple-
mented in communication receivers, sensing parameter estima-
tion requires extraction of the channel composition rather than
channel coefficients only. Such detailed channel composition
estimation is largely limited by the hardware capability. The
complicated communication signals are very different to con-
ventional radar and demand new sensing algorithms. There are
also practical limits in communication systems, such as full-
duplex operation and asynchronization between transmitting
node and receiving node, which requires new sensing solution
to be developed. We note that the detailed information on the
signal structure, such as resource allocation for time, frequency
and space, and the transmitted data symbols, can be critical
for sensing. For example, the knowledge on signal structure is
important for coherent detection. In comparison, most passive
radar sensing can only perform non-coherent detection with
the unknown signal structure, and hence only limited sensing
parameters can be extracted from the received signals with
degraded performance [16], [17].
The differences and benefits of JCAS in comparison with
individual radar or communication system are summarized in
Table VI.
B. Radar-Centric Design: Realizing Communication in Pri-
mary Radar Systems
Radar systems, particularly military radar, have the extraor-
dinary capability of long-range operation, up to hundreds of
kilometers. Therefore, a major advantage of implementing
communication in radar systems is the possibility of achieving
long-range communications, with much lower latency com-
pared to satellite communications. However, the achievable
data rates for such systems are typically limited, due to the
inherent limitation in the radar waveform. In [64], authors
implemented a combined radar and communication system
based on a software-defined radar platform, in which the radar
pulses are used for communication. Research work in [3]
and [65] shows that communication network establishment
can be possible for both static and moving radars used in
the military and aviation domains. Adaptive transmit signals
from airborne radar mounted unmanned vehicles can also be
used to simultaneously sense a scene and communicate sensed
data to a receiver at the ground base station. The objective
of such systems is to establish low latency, secure and long-
range communications on top of existing radar systems. Such
JCAS systems have been mainly called as dual-function radar-
communications (DFRC).
Realization of communication in radar systems has tradi-
tionally been based on either pulsed or continuous-wave radar
signals. Hence information embedding is one of the major
challenges. For example, in [50], a random step frequency
signal is used in designing a JCAS system where the car-
rier frequency of the radar signal is used for modulating
communication information. In [47], the authors show that
the quasi-orthogonal multicarrier linear frequency modulation-
continuous phase modulation (LFM-CPM) waveform radiated
by a MIMO radar can be applied for communications with
multiple users. For more information on embedding commu-
nication information to radar signals, the readers can refer to
[6] which provides an excellent review on this topic.
Integrating communications into radar systems with new
radar waveforms has also been investigated, such as the
MIMO-OFDM radar [66] and frequency-agile (frequency hop-
ping) radar [67], [68]. Their signal formats are closer to
modern communication systems, and hence can be potentially
better integrated for information transmission. Such systems
typically apply index modulation to embed communication
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TABLE VI: Comparison between Radar, Communications and JCAS.
Specifications Radar Communications JCAS System
Signal Wave-
form
Typically simple unmodulated single-
carrier signals occupying large band-
width; Pulse or continuous-wave fre-
quency modulated; Orthogonal if mul-
tiple spatial streams and orthogonality
can be realized in one or more domains
of time, frequency, space and code; typ-
ically low peak-to-average power ratio
(PAPR). Radars with advanced wave-
forms such as OFDM and frequency
hopping is also emerging.
Mix of unmodulated (pilots/training se-
quences) and modulated data symbols;
Complicated signal structure and re-
source usage; advanced modulations,
e.g., OFDMA and multiuser-MIMO;
High PAPR.
JCAS can use both traditional radar and com-
munication signals, with appropriate modifi-




Typically high in large-scale and long-
range radar; low in short-range radar
such as FMCW radar used in vehicular
networks.
Typically low, supporting linkage dis-
tance up to a few kilometers.
Communications integrated into Radar can
achieve very long link distance. Sensing inte-
grated into a single communication device can
only support short range, but overall JCAS
can cover very large areas due to the wide
coverage of communication networks.
Bandwidth
Large signal bandwidth. Resolution pro-
portional to bandwidth. But the band-
width of the output signal in FMCW
radar may be narrow, depending on the
signal propagation distance.
Typically much smaller than radar.
mmWave signals are very promising for
JCAS, due to large signal bandwidth and lim-
ited propagation. In addition, sensing applica-
tions do not have to rely on large bandwidth,
such as known WiFi sensing examples.




Full-duplex (continuous-wave radar) or
half-duplex (pulse radar)
Co-located transmitter and receiver typ-
ically cannot operate on the same time
and frequency block. Communications
are in either TDD or frequency-division
duplex (FDD).




Transmitter and receiver are clock-
locked.
Co-located transmitter and receiver
share the same clock, but non- co-
located nodes typically do not.
Clock-level synchronization removes ambigu-
ity in sensing parameter estimation, but is not
essential for some sensing applications.
information into the radar waveform. Here, index modulation
embeds information to various combinations and/or permuta-
tions of signal parameters over space, time, frequency and code
domains [6], [30], [69]. One example is to use the indexes of
subcarriers and transmitting antennas to carry the information.
The main advantage of applying it in radar-centric JCAS is that
index modulation does not change the basic radar waveform
and signal structure, and has negligible influence on radar
operation.
What is missing here in the literature is the communication
protocol design and receiver signal processing. Communi-
cation protocols, particularly medium access (MAC) layer
protocol and physical layer frame structure, are well designed
in communication systems. However, the design of commu-
nications protocols which can be fitted into radar signals is
not straightforward. The main challenges lie on the require-
ment that communication protocol design shall be seamlessly
integrated into radar operation. Some early work is reported
in [70], where a frame structure is proposed for JCAS with
frequency-hopping continuous-wave radar signals. Based on
the frame structure, channel estimation techniques are then
developed without knowing the frequency hopping sequence at
the communication receiver. Nevertheless, a complete receiver
signal processing for extracting the information embedded in
radar waveform is not well studied yet.
C. Communication-Centric Design: Realizing Sensing in Pri-
mary Communication Systems
This is the category of JCAS systems that the PMN belongs
to, and we will provide a comprehensive survey on it in
the rest of this paper. Here, we briefly review the research
in this category. Considering the topology of communication
networks, systems in this category can be classified into
two sub-categories, namely, those realizing sensing in point-
to-point communication systems particularly for applications
in vehicular networks, and those realizing sensing in large
networks such as mobile networks. Depending on how the
transmitter and sensing receiver are spatially distributed, in
terms of sensing, these systems are analogue to traditional
mono-static, bi-static and multi-static radars.
Two fundamental problems in integrating sensing into com-
munications are: (1) how to realize full-duplex operation in a
mono-static setup where the sensing receiver and transmitter
are co-located, and (2) how to remove the clock asynchroniza-
tion impact in a bi-static or multi-static setup due to typically
unlocked clocks between spatially separated transmitters and
(sensing) receivers. Full-duplex here means that the receiver
and transmitter work at the same time over the same frequency
band. For a mono-static radar, full-duplex operation is avoided
in pulsed radar via temporally separating the transmitting and
receiving timeslots, leading to blind spots in near-field sensing;
for FMCW radar, it is realized via using the transmitted signal
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as the input to the local oscillator to suppress the leakage
signal from the transmitter, which leads to the output of the
beat-frequency signal with little information on the transmitted
signal. Modern communication systems primarily transmit
continuous waveform and have un-modulated sinusoidal sig-
nals as the input to the oscillator. Hence both radar methods
are not practical in communication systems, unless a dedicated
sensing receiver hardware similar to FMCW radar is inte-
grated. In the long term, full-duplex technologies, as have been
widely investigated for communications, would be a desired
solution for mono-static sensing. Initial studies have also been
conducted for JCAS systems, such as in [71]. However, the
technology is still immature for practical applications. There
are near-term sub-optimal solutions, which will be detailed
in Section IV. For bi-static and multi-static radars, clock
synchronization is typically realized via wired connections or
locking to the GPS signals [72]. These methods are feasible for
some communication setup, as will be discussed in Section IV.
In the presence of clock asynchronization, it is also possible
to apply signal processing techniques to overcome it, which
will be elaborated in Section VI-F.
There have been quite a few works on sensing in vehicular
networks using IEEE 802.11 signals. In [53], the authors im-
plemented active radar sensing functions into a communication
system with OFDM signals for vehicular applications. The
presented radar sensing functions involve Fourier transform
algorithms that estimate the velocity of multiple reflecting
objects in IEEE 802.11.p based JCAS system. In [35], auto-
motive radar sensing functions are performed using the single
carrier (SC) physical (PHY) frame of IEEE 802.11ad in an
IEEE 802.11ad millimeter wave (mmWave) vehicle to vehicle
(V2V) communication system. In [39], OFDM communication
signals, conforming to IEEE 802.11a/g/p, are used to perform
radar functions in vehicular networks. More specifically, a
brute-force optimization algorithm is developed based on
received mean-normalized channel energy for radar ranging
estimation. The processing of delay and Doppler information
with IEEE 802.11p OFDM waveform in vehicular networks
is shown in [54] by applying the ESPRIT method.
There has been rapidly increasing JCAS work reported
for modern mobile networks. In [51], some early work on
using OFDM signals for sensing was reported. In [73], sparse
array optimization is studied for MIMO JCAS systems. Sparse
transmit array design and transmit beampattern synthesis for
JCAS are investigated in [74], where antennas are assigned to
different functions. In [75], mutual information for an OFDM
JCAS system is studied, and power allocation for subcarriers
is investigated based on maximizing the weighted sum of the
mutual information for C&S. In [41], waveform optimization
is studied for minimizing the difference between the generated
signal and the desired sensing waveform. In [76], the multiple
access performance bound is derived for a multiple antenna
JCAS system. In [52], a multicarrier waveform is proposed
for dual-use radar-communications, for which interleaved sub-
carriers or subsets of subcarriers are assigned to the radar or
the communications tasks. These studies involve some key
signal formats in modern mobile networks, such as MIMO,
multiuser MIMO, and OFDM. In [8], [32], [43]–[45], the
authors systematically studied how JCAS can be realized in
mobile networks by considering their specific signal, system
and network structures, and how radar sensing can be done
based on modern mobile communication signals. Based on
reported results in the literature and our own experience and
vision on this technology, we provide a comprehensive review
of existing techniques and open research problems under the
framework of PMNs in the following sections.
D. Joint Design Without an Underlying System
Although there is no clear boundary between the third
category of technologies and systems and the previous two
categories, there is more freedom for the former in terms of
signal and system design. That is, JCAS technologies can be
developed without being limited to existing communication
or radar systems. In this sense, they can be designed and
optimized by considering the essential requirements for both
communication and sensing, potentially providing a better
trade-off between the two functions.
The mmWave and (sub-)Terahertz-wave JCAS systems are
great examples of facilitating such joint design. On one hand,
with their large bandwidth and short wavelength, mmWave
and Terahertz signals provide great potentials for high date-
rate communications and high-accuracy sensing. On the other
hand, mmWave and Terahertz systems are emerging. They are
yet to be widely deployed, and the standards for Terahertz
systems are yet to be developed. Millimeter and Terahertz
JCAS can facilitate many new exciting applications, both
indoor and outdoor. Existing research on mmWave JCAS
has demonstrated its feasibility and potentials in indoor and
vehicle networks [7], [29], [33], [58]–[61], [77]. The au-
thors in [7] provide an in-depth signal processing aspect
of mmWave-based JCAS with an emphasis on waveform
design for JCAS systems. Future mmWave JCAS for indoor
sensing is envisioned in [58]. Hybrid beamforming design for
mmWave JCAS systems is investigated in [59]. An adaptive
mmWave waveform structure is designed in [60]. Design
and selection of JCAS waveforms for automotive applications
are investigated in [61], where comparisons between phase-
modulated continuous-wave JCAS and OFDMA-based JCAS
waveforms are provided, by analyzing the system model
and enumerating the impact of design parameters. In [29],
[77], multibeam technologies are developed to allow C&S
at different directions, using a common transmitted signal.
Beamforming vectors are designed and optimized to enable
fast beam update and achieve balanced performance between
C&S. In [78], the beamforming design for Terahertz massive
MIMO JCAS systems is investigated.
Another example is multi-channel JCAS systems where one
or more channels are used at a time, and multiple channels are
occupied over a period of signal transmission. One specific
example is the frequency hopping system, such as the existing
Bluetooth system where the operating frequency channel is
changed over different packets. Multi-channel systems can
offer an overall large signal bandwidth for sensing, while with-
out increasing the instantaneous communication bandwidth.
This can largely reduce the hardware cost, and also match
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with the spectrum usage of communication systems well.
Works on combining multi-channel signals for sensing have
been reported for passive radar in, e g., [79], [80]. The key
challenge is how to remove or reduce the imperfections and
distortions from the received signals for each channel and then
concatenate them together for sensing. For JCAS, an additional
important problem is how to design the signals to make
such concatenation easier, while balancing the performance
of communication and sensing.
E. Advantages of JCAS Systems
With harmonized and integrated communication and sensing
functions, JCAS systems are expected to have the following
advantages:
• Spectral Efficiency: Spectral efficiency can ideally be
doubled by completely sharing the spectrum available for
wireless communication and radar [28], [64], [11], [49];
• Beamforming Efficiency: Beamforming performance
can be improved through exploiting channel structures
obtained from sensing, for example, quick beam adaption
to channel dynamics and beam direction optimization
[81]–[85];
• Reduced Cost/Size: Compared to two separated systems,
the joint system can significantly reduce the cost and size
of transceivers [28], [46], [73];
• Mutual Benefits to C&S: C&S can benefit from each
other with the integration. Communication links can
provide better coordination between multiple nodes for
sensing; and sensing provides environment-awareness to
communications, with potentials for improved security
and performance.
F. Summary of Key Research Problems
We conclude this section by briefly summarizing some key
research problems and the associated challenges for the three
types of JCAS systems. The summary is presented in Table
VII. For communication-centric design, we will provide more
details, particularly those related to mobile networks, in later
sections.
III. FRAMEWORK FOR A PMN
In this section, based on existing works, we present a frame-
work of PMN that integrates radio sensing into the current
communication-only mobile network, using JCAS technolo-
gies. In this framework, we describe the optional system
architecture, introduce three types of unified sensing, and
discuss communication signals that can be used for sensing.
A. System Platform and Infrastructure
The PMN can evolve from the current mobile network,
with modification and enhancement to hardware, systems and
algorithms. In principle, sensing can be realized in either the
user equipment (UE) or base station (BS). Sensing in UE may
motivate wider end-user applications. Compared to UE, BS
has advantages of networked connection, flexible cooperation,
large antenna array, powerful computation capability, and
known and fixed locations to enable more reliable sensing
results. Therefore, in the following, we mainly consider BS-
side sensing.
The evolution to PMN is not limited to a particular cellular
standard. Hence we try to generalize the discussions by con-
sidering key components and technologies in modern mobile
networks, such as antenna array, broadband, multi-user MIMO
and orthogonal frequency-division multiple access (OFDMA),
instead of a specific standard. When necessary, we will refer
to the 5G new radio (NR) standard.
Depending on the network setup, we describe two types
of topologies where JCAS can be implemented, that is, a
cloud radio access network (CRAN) and a standalone BS. The
realization of sensing in a PMN based on these two topologies
is illustrated in Fig. 5. Below we elaborate on the system and
network setup for the two topologies. We will then discuss
three types of sensing operations based on the topologies in
subsection III-B. Methods that modify the setup to enable
sensing will be discussed in Section IV.
1) CRAN: A typical CRAN consists of a central unit and
multiple distributed antenna units, which are called remote
radio units (RRUs) [93]. The RRUs are typically connected
to the CRAN central via optical fibre. Either quantized radio
frequency signals or baseband signals can be transmitted
between RRUs and the central unit. As shown in Fig. 5, in
a CRAN PMN, the densely distributed RRUs, coordinated by
the central unit, provide communication services to UEs. Their
received signals, either from themselves, other RRUs, or from
UEs, are collected and processed by the CRAN central, for
both C&S. The CRAN central unit hosts the original baseband
unit (BBU) pool for processing communication functions and
the new sensing processing unit for sensing. This setup aligns
with the topologies for distributed radar systems [94].
A typical communication scenario is as follows: several
RRUs work cooperatively to provide connections to UEs,
using multiuser MIMO techniques over the same resource
blocks (same time and frequency slots). In CRAN commu-
nication networks, power control is typically applied such that
signals from one RRU may not reach other RRUs. While it
is not necessary, we can relax this constraint and assume that
cooperative RRUs are within the signal coverage area of each
other. This assumption is reasonable when dense RRUs are
deployed and used to support surrounding UEs via coordinated
multipoint techniques. This is not necessary for some types of
sensing as we are going to discuss in next subsection, but
it increases the options of sensing [8]. Technically, it is also
feasible at the cost of increased transmission power, even if
only for supporting sensing, as the downlink signals do not
cause mutual communication interference to RRUs.
Note that, in this configuration, all RRUs are typically syn-
chronized using the timing clock from the GPS signals. This
forms an excellent network with distributed nodes for sensing
applications [91]. Such CRAN-based PMN is investigated in
[8], [32], [43], together with the sensing algorithms.
2) Standalone BS: The CRAN topology is not necessary
for realizing sensing in PMNs. A standalone BS can also
perform sensing using the received signals either from its
own transmitted signals or from UEs. This is actually the
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TABLE VII: Key research problems in three types of JCAS systems and the associated challenges.




Embed information to radar signals [6], [47], [50], particularly
those methods that can lead to higher data rates [67], [68].
- Without significantly affecting radar operation, such as the radar
ambiguity function and PAPR;
- Modulation constellation and codebook design to maximize the
Euclidean distance between constellation points.
Design frame structure and communication protocol based on
the selected information embedding method [70].
- Conventional preamble for communications has a special pattern,
which may be a major problem when being realized with radar
waveform;
- Communication protocols may introduce latency and low duty cycle
to radar sensing.
Develop signal reception and processing technologies, in-
cluding channel estimation, equalization, and demodulation
schemes, particularly for JCAS based on new generations of
radar systems [67], [68], [86].
- Extraction of communication signals from the beat frequency signal
of conventional FMCW radar is challenging, as the beat signal is
range-dependent;
- Receiver processing needs to be tailored to the information em-






Full-duplex technologies in the context of JCAS for co-
located transmitter and receiver, an analogy to the mono-static
radar [39], [71] (More detailed in Section IV-B).
- Suppression of onboard leakage signals from the transmitter, partic-
ularly for MIMO systems.
Sensing with asynchronous transmitter and receiver, an anal-
ogy to the bi-static radar [87], [88] (To be detailed in Section
VI-F).
- Resolution of sensing ambiguity in the estimation of propagation
delay and Doppler frequency;
- Removal of random phase shift across discontinuous temporal
measurements to enable coherent processing and sensing parameter
estimation.
Sensing algorithms that can be adapted to communication
signals and the propagation environment [8], [35], [39] (To
be detailed in Section VI-E).
- Estimation of continuous sensing parameters with potentially irreg-
ular measurements in time and frequency domains;
- How to effectively use data symbols, in addition to pilots, for sensing;
- How to remove unwanted multipath to improve sensing performance?
Joint signal design and optimization, such as beamforming
optimization [41] and sensing assisted communications [89],
[90] (To be detailed in Section VI-B and VI-I ).
- How to optimize signals jointly for C&S across one or more domains
of spatial, time and frequency?
- How to exploit environmental information to improve signal recep-
tion performance and the security of communications?
Information theories and technologies for sensing in a net-
worked environment [91], [92] (To be detailed in Section
VI-A and VI-H).
- Information theory for JCAS is very limited, particularly for a
networked system, and almost needs to be started from a scratch;
- Prior research on multi-static radar is very limited;
- Cooperation and competition for sensing need to be jointly consid-




High-frequency systems such as mmWave and sub-Terahertz-
wave JCAS systems that can potentially achieve both high-
data-rate communications and high-accuracy sensing [7],
[29], [78].
- Design of effective signaling schemes that best exploit the large
bandwidth;
- Beamforming design to meet the conflictive requirements for high
directivity for communications and wide-range of scanning for sens-
ing;
- Development of beamforming tracking techniques to support the
communication and sensing of mobile nodes.
Multi-channel JCAS systems which can offer an overall
large signal bandwidth for sensing, while without increasing
instantaneous communication bandwidth [79], [80].
- Multi-channel stitching for sensing;
- Removal or reduction of the imperfections and distortions from the
received signals across channels;
- Smart signal design to ease channel stitching.
typical and simpler setup that has been widely considered in
the literature. This setup includes the small BS that may be
deployed within a household, which pushes for the concepts
of edge computing and sensing. Like WiFi sensing [95], such
a small BS can be used to support indoor sensing applications
such as fall detection and house surveillance. It also includes
a roadside unit (RSU) that is part of the mobile network but
specifically deployed to support vehicular communications [5],
[96].
From now on, our discussions will be referred to the
CRAN topology, but most of the results are applicable to the
standalone BS. Hence in the case without causing confusion,
we will use CRAN and BS interchangeably.
B. Three Types of Sensing Operations
There are three types of sensing that can be unified and im-
plemented in PMNs, defined as uplink and downlink sensing,
to be consistent with uplink and downlink communications
[8]. In uplink sensing, signals received from UEs are used
for sensing, while in downlink sensing, the sensing signals
are from BSs. The downlink sensing is further classified as























Fig. 5: Illustration of sensing in a PMN with both standalone BS and CRAN topologies. RRU1 is a node supposed to have
full-duplexing capability or equivalent. RRU3 is modified to be a special UE, transmitting uplink signals for uplink sensing
in RRU2, with clock synchronization between them. RRU2 can also be modified as a receiver only, to do both uplink and
downlink sensing, as well as communications (receiver only) .
the cases when an RRU collects the echoes from its own and
other RRU-transmitted signals, respectively. The terms active
and passive are used to differentiate the cases of sensing using
self-transmitted signals and signals from other nodes. Below,
we elaborate on each sensing operation.
1) Downlink Active Sensing: In downlink active sensing, an
RRU (or BS) uses the reflected/diffracted signals of its own
transmitted downlink communication signals for sensing. This
is the typical case considered in systems where the sensing
receiver is co-located with the transmitter [38], [51], [97], like
a mono-static radar. Downlink active sensing enables a BS
to sense its surrounding environment. Since the transmitter
and receiver are on the same platform, they can be readily
synchronized at the clock-level, and the sensing results can
be clearly interpreted by the node without external assistant.
However, this setup would require full-duplexing capability or
equivalent [97].
2) Downlink Passive Sensing: Here, downlink passive sens-
ing refers to the case where an RRU uses the received
downlink communication signals from other RRUs for sensing.
In terms of sensing, this corresponds to the setup of bi-static
and multi-static radar, where the transmitter(s) and receiver
are spatially separated, but their clocks may be synchronized
[98], [99]. Downlink passive sensing signals will be available
to this RRU when the transmission power is sufficiently large.
In this case, they will always be there together with the
downlink active sensing signals, the reflection and refraction
of the RRU’s own transmitted signal. They may arrive at
the sensing receiver slightly later than the downlink active
sensing signals, due to longer propagation distances. When
all RRUs cooperatively communicate with multiple UEs using
SDMA, these two types of signals cannot be readily separated
in time or frequency. Therefore sensing algorithms also need to
consider downlink active sensing signals if downlink passive
sensing is in operation. This setup and its sensing algorithms
for this complicated scenario have been investigated in [8].
In general, downlink passive sensing senses the environment
between RRUs.
3) Uplink Sensing: The uplink sensing conducted at the
BS utilizes the received uplink communication signals from
UE transmitters. It is similar to passive sensing [19] in the
sense that the transmitter and receiver are spatially separated
and non-synchronized. The difference is that in uplink sensing,
the receiver is fully aware of the system protocol and signal
structure. Uplink sensing can be directly implemented without
requiring change of hardware and network setup, and without
requiring for full-duplex operation. However, it estimates the
relative, instead of absolute, time delay and Doppler frequency
since the clock/oscillator is typically not locked between
spatially separated UE transmitters and BS receivers. This
ambiguity may be resolved with special techniques, as will
be discussed in Section VI-F. Uplink sensing senses UEs and
the environment between UEs and RRUs, and has been studied
in [88].
4) Comparison: Downlink sensing can potentially achieve
more accurate sensing results than uplink sensing. This is
because, in the downlink sensing case, RRUs generally have
more advanced transmitters such as more antennas and higher
transmission power, and the whole transmitted signals are
centrally known. Additionally, as the sensed results in the
downlink sensing are not directly linked to any UEs, the
privacy issue is largely not a problem. Comparatively, uplink
sensing may disclose the information of UE, causing privacy
concerns.
Downlink and uplink sensing in PMNs are both feasible
for practical applications in terms of sensing capabilities.
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According to the results in [32] and [43], the downlink
and uplink sensing with practical transmission power values
(smaller than 25 dBm) can reliably detect objects more than
150 and 50 meters away, respectively, in a dense multipath
propagation environment. Additionally, a distance resolution
at a few meters can be achieved for a signal bandwidth of 100
MHz, an angle resolution of about 10 degrees for a uniform
linear array of 16 antennas, and a resolution of 5 m/s moving
speed within channel coherence period.
A comparison of the three types of sensing is provided in
Table VIII.
C. Signals Usable from 5G NR for Radio Sensing
For 5G NR, we can exploit the following signals for sensing:
reference signals used for channel estimation, synchronization
signal blocks (SSBs), and data payload, as was explored in,
e.g., [71], [100]. The properties of these signals in terms of
sensing are summarized in Table IX. These communication
signals may be further jointly optimized for C&S, using
methods in, e.g., [38], [41], [101].
1) Reference Signals Used for Channel Estimation: Deter-
ministic signals specifically designed for channel estimations
are available in many systems. The 5G NR [102] includes
the demodulation reference signals (DMRS) for both uplink
(Physical uplink shared channel-PUSCH) and downlink (Phys-
ical downlink shared channel-PDSCH), sounding reference
signals (SRS) for uplink, and channel state information– refer-
ence signals (CSI-RS) for downlink. Most of them are comb-
type pilot signals, circularly shifted across OFDM symbols,
and are orthogonal between different users. Especially, DMRS
signals accompanying the shared channel are always trans-
mitted with data payload and exhibit user-specific features.
Therefore DMRS signals are random and irregular over time,
which requires sensing algorithms that can deal with such
irregularity. Comparatively, signals used for beam management
in connected modes, like SRS and CSI-RS, can be either
periodic or aperiodic, and hence they are more suitable for
sensing algorithms based on conventional spectrum estimation
techniques such as ESPRIT. Such training signals for channel
estimation are the most widely exploited ones for sensing in
the JCAS literature, e.g., in [5], [88], [103].
The number and position of DMRS OFDM symbols are
known to BSs, and they can be adjusted and optimized across
the resource grid, including slots and subcarriers (resource
blocks). This implies good prospects for both channel es-
timation and sensing in different channel conditions. The
allocation of resource grids can be optimized by considering
requirements from both communications and sensing. With a
given subcarrier spacing, the available radio resources in a sub-
frame are treated as a resource grid composed of subcarriers
in frequency and OFDM symbols in time. Accordingly, each
resource element in the resource grid occupies one subcarrier
in frequency and one OFDM symbol in time. A resource block
consists of 12 consecutive subcarriers in the frequency domain.
A single NR carrier is limited to 3300 active subcarriers as
defined in Sections 7.3. and 7.4 of TS 38.211 in [102]. The
number and pattern of the subcarriers that DMRS signals
occupy have a significant impact on the sensing performance,
as we will see in Section VI-E.
In [45], some simulation results for both uplink and down-
link sensing using DMRS are provided. The signal is generated
according to the Gold sequence as defined in [102] of 3GPP TS
38.211, for both PDSCH and PUSCH. The generated physical
resource-block (PRB) is over a 3-D grid comprising a 14-
symbol slot for the full subcarriers across the DMRS layers
or ports. The interleaved DMRS subcarriers of PDSCH are
used in downlink sensing, while groups of non-interleaved
DMRS subcarriers of PUSCH are used in uplink sensing.
The results demonstrate the feasibility of achieving excellent
sensing performance with the use of the DMRS signals.
However, a major problem of sensing ambiguity is also noted
due to the interleaved pattern of the subcarriers.
2) Non-Channel Estimation Signals: Several deterministic
non-channel estimation signals such as the synchronization
signal (SS) and the physical broadcast channel (PBCH), also
called the SSB, can also be used for sensing. Such signals
typically have regular patterns with a periodic appearance at
an interval of several to tens of milliseconds. However, they
only occupy a limited number of subcarriers, which may lead
to limited identification of multipath delay values. Work on
using this class of signals for JCAS has not been reported.
3) Data Payload Signals: In addition, we can also ex-
ploit the data payload signals in both the physical downlink
TABLE VIII: Comparison of Three Types of Sensing Operations










All data symbols in the received
signals can be used and are centrally
known.
Generally require full-duplex op-
eration and other network modifi-
cations. Devices can be specially








RRUs are synchronized. Privacy is
less an issue because sensed results
not directly linked to any UEs.
Uplink Sensing
Uplink communication






Require minimum modification to
communication infrastructure. Does
not require full-duplexing.
Timing and Doppler frequency
measurement could be relative.
Transmitted information signals are
not directly known. Rapid channel
variation when UEs are moving.
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TABLE IX: A summary of the properties of the signals that can be used for sensing in PMN, with reference to 5G NR.
Type of Signals Signal Pattern in TimeDomain
Signal Pattern in Freq





May be on a regular comb









spatial layers Known and fixed
Data Payload UE specific, irregular, andlong
Allocation dependent, re-
source block based Statistically independent
Known in downlink sensing, un-
known in uplink sensing (become
known after demodulation)
shared channel (PDSCH) and physical uplink shared channel
(PUSCH) for sensing, as has been investigated in, e.g., [8],
[104]. In downlink sensing, the data symbols are known to
the sensing receiver and hence can be directly used. In uplink
sensing, symbols need to be used in a decision-directed mode.
Since these data symbols are random and signals in different
spatial streams are non-orthogonal, they are not ideal for
sensing. If it is used for uplink sensing, the signals need to be
demodulated first, which could also introduce demodulation
error. However, they can significantly increase the number of
available sensing signals, and hence improve the overall sens-
ing performance at the cost of increased complexity. Precoders
for these signals can be optimized by jointly considering the
requirements from C&S.
D. Summary and Insights
In this section, we have reviewed the system architecture of
PMN, options for realizing sensing, and the communication
signals that can be used for sensing in PMN networks. The
key points and insights are summarized below.
• PMN can be evolved from the current mobile network,
with sensing being implemented at either the network side
or UE side. Network-side sensing has the advantages of
higher processing power and better information access,
and hence is preferred. It can be realized in either a stan-
dalone BS, or multiple BSs or RRUs in a collaborative
way;
• Three types of sensing can be realized in PMN: downlink
active and passive sensings using downlink communica-
tion signals, and uplink sensing using uplink communica-
tion signals. A comparison of the three types of sensing
operations is provided in Table VIII. They can be realized
individually or together;
• Almost all the communication signals can be used for
sensing, with respective advantages and disadvantages.
A comparison of three types of such signals is provided
in Table IX. Overall, the reference signals, such as the
DMRS signals for channel estimation in communications,
typically have the best properties for sensing. However,
when more signals are needed, the data payload and
synchronization signal blocks can also be used. Due to the
different properties and therefore different performance
impact on sensing, combined usage of these signals for
sensing need to be carefully planned and optimized.
In the appendix, some mathematical introduction to the
signal and channel models for JCAS in PMN is provided.
IV. EVOLUTION: SYSTEM MODIFICATIONS TO ENABLE
SENSING
C&S can share a number of processing modules in a MIMO-
OFDM transceiver, as illustrated in Fig. 6. The whole transmit-
ter and many modules in the receivers that are shown in purple
are shared by C&S. The transmitted signal waveform can be
optimized by jointly consider the requirements for C&S, as
will be detailed in Section VI-B. Note that sensing parameter
estimation can be done in both time domain and frequency
domain. The sensing applications may demand either sensing
parameter estimation or pattern recognition results, or both.
Despite the numerous modules shareable by C&S, some
modifications at hardware and network levels to existing
mobile networks are necessary for realizing PMNs. As dis-
cussed in Section II-A, communication signals can generally
be directly used for estimating sensing parameters, but the
communication system platform is not directly ready for sens-
ing. On one hand, a communication node does not have the
full-duplex capability at the moment, that is, transmitting and
receiving signals of the same frequency at the same time. This
makes mono-static radar sensing infeasible without modifying
current communication infrastructure. On the other hand, for
transmitter and receiver in two nodes spatially separated, there
is typically no clock synchronization between them. This can
cause ambiguity in ranging estimation, and makes processing
signals across packets difficult. Thus bi-static radar techniques
cannot be directly applied in this case. These are fundamental
problems that need to be solved at the system level, to make
sensing in primary communication systems feasible.
We now describe the modifications of current hardware and
systems that are required to evolve current communication
only mobile networks to PMNs. The depicted changes focus on
the fundamental reforms that allow the current mobile network
to do radio sensing simultaneously with communication. In
this section, we do not consider low-level changes such as
joint waveform optimization [38], [41], [101], joint antenna
placement and sparsity optimization processing and power
optimization [73], but leave them to Section VI. For the
three types of sensing integrated in PMN, the realization of
uplink sensing is relatively easy; the major challenges are
with downlink sensing, where the leakage and reflected signals
from the transmitter can cause significant interference to the
received signals for both sensing and communications. We



























Fig. 6: A block diagram of a transceiver showing the compo-
nents that can be shared by C&S. The blocks in purple are
shared by C&S; blocks in blue and black are for communica-
tions and sensing only, respectively. The sensing unit, includ-
ing sensing parameter estimation and pattern recognition, can
use signals outputs from multiple modules. A new module,
sensing and communication cooperation, is not shown in the
figure.
A. Dedicated Transmitter for Uplink Sensing
Conventional uplink sensing can be realized in a similar
way to passive sensing [16]–[18], with the difference that the
receivers in PMN are part of the network and process signals
for both communication and sensing. Uplink sensing confronts
the same sensing ambiguity problem with passive sensing.
Conventionally, the phase clock between UEs and BSs is not
synchronized; hence, sensing ambiguity in time and Doppler
frequency is present in uplink sensing. If the ambiguity can
be tolerated, no change to hardware and system architectures
of current mobile systems is required. Such sensing ambiguity
may also be resolved using signal processing techniques [88],
under some special situations, as will be detailed in Section
VI-F.
To eliminate the ambiguity, dedicated (static) UEs that
are clock-synchronized to BSs can be used. In terms of
the required system modification, uplink sensing by static
UE would be the most convenient way for achieving non-
ambiguity sensing in the PMNs. This is shown as RRU3
in Fig. 5 for a CRAN, where RRU3 can be modified to
operate as a UE, transmitting uplink signals. This option can
also enable single-input multi-output (SIMO) sensing, where
the transmitted signals can be processed jointly at multiple
spatially separated BSs for collaborative sensing.
B. Using Full-Duplex Radios for Downlink Sensing
Resolving the signal leakage problem in downlink sensing
would ideally require full-duplex technologies [71], [105]. As
has been reviewed in [105], full-duplex communications have
been widely investigated. But it is still not very practical to be
applied in an environment involving mobility and dynamics,
particularly for TDD systems. In full-duplex communications,
a device needs to be able to receive signals from other
communication devices, while transmitting its signals using
Tx SigA Rx SigB
EchoA
Node A






Timeslot 1 Timeslot 2
Rx SigA
Fig. 7: Illustration of the timeslot allocation in a full-duplex
TDD JCAS system from the viewpoint of Node A. Full-duplex
operation is only required during timeslot 1. GI stands for
guarding interval, “Sig” is a shortened form of signal.
the same frequency channels. The receiver needs to recover
the weak received communication signals, while suppressing
the onboard leakage and echoes from the environment of the
transmitted signal. The signal to be recovered can be several
orders lower than the interference signal. Full duplex commu-
nications generally use a combination of antenna separation,
RF suppression, and baseband suppression to mitigate the
leaked transmit signal and its echoes from the environment
at the receiver.
We note that it may be easier to realize full-duplex for
JCAS compared to for full-duplex communications, if we
only require co-located sensing while transmitting, but not
a simultaneous transmission from two communication nodes.
This is because we only need to remove the impact of the
directly leaked signal from the transmitter while keeping the
echoes of the transmitted signals for sensing, without the pres-
ence of communication signals from other devices. There is
generally no need to consider the interference between sensing
and received communication signals. As illustrated in Fig. 7,
a sufficient guarding interval between communication trans-
mission (sensing receiving) and communication reception, as
existing in current TDD systems, shall be able to prevent
mutual interference between communication and sensing. The
guarding interval following transmission in Node A, GIt , may
only need to be slightly increased compared to conventional
communication-only TDD systems, to accommodate possible
longer echo sensing signals.
Therefore, full-duplex operation is a potentially long-term
solution to enable seamless integration of downlink sensing
with communications. In [71], it is shown that moving tar-
gets are more robust to the leaked self-interference, whereas
limited transmitter-receiver isolation is primarily a concern
for detecting static objects. In [97], multibeam [29], [106]
techniques are investigated for full-duplex JCAS systems.
Using the multibeam technology, where separated beams can
be generated and optimized for C&S, it is demonstrated that
leakage and clutter signals can be significantly reduced.
Nevertheless, it is still very challenging to implement full-
duplex JCAS, particularly for MIMO systems. The main
reason is that in MIMO systems, a large number of leakage
signals between pairs of transmitter and receiver antennas
need to be handled simultaneously. Overall, full-duplex JCAS
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would be an ideal future technology for PMN, but it is
immature and impractical for real implementations in the near
future.
C. Dedicated Receiver for Downlink (and Uplink) Sensing
For downlink sensing without requiring full-duplexing capa-
bility, one near-term option is to deploy a BS that only works
on the receiving mode [107]. It can be configured as a receiver
either for downlink sensing only or for both communication
and downlink sensing.
To implement this near-term downlink sensing, changes to
the hardware may be required. This is because the receiver
in current BSs is conventionally designed to receive uplink
communication signals only, and downlink sensing requires
the receiving of downlink communication signals. The re-
quired change is insignificant for TDD systems since a TDD
transceiver generally uses a switch to control the connection
of antennas to the transmitter or receiver. Thus the change is
only the adjustment of the transmitting and receiving period
so that the switch is equivalently always connected to the
receiver. For FDD systems, the BS receivers may be incapable
of working on downlink frequency bands, and modification to
the hardware is required. Therefore, it is more cost-effective
to implement downlink sensing in TDD than in FDD systems.
Alternatively, we can also deploy a dedicated receiving-
only node for both downlink and uplink sensing, as well as
communications if desired. This is particularly feasible for
TDD systems. In TDD systems, downlink and uplink sensing
signals can then be (largely) separated in time at the receiver.
Of course, to remove the ambiguity in delay estimation, clock
synchronization is required between the transmitters and this
node. An example is shown as RRU2 in Fig. 5 for a CRAN,
which can perform downlink and uplink sensing using received
signals from RRU1 and RRU3, respectively.
D. BS with Spatially Widely Separated Transmitting and Re-
ceiving Antennas
One possible solution for downlink sensing is to use well-
separated transmitting and receiving antennas. The large sepa-
ration will significantly reduce the leakage from transmitted
signals. The receiver baseband also accepts feedback from
the transmitter baseband, so that a baseband self-interference
cancellation may be further applied. However, this spatially
well-separated antenna structure requires extra antenna instal-
lation space and can increase the overall cost. One option
of minimizing the cost is to use a single spatially separated
antenna for receiving sensing signals in a conventional MIMO
system, which could be the most cost effective solution.
Fig. 8 shows an example of this option in TDD systems.
The system has a normal transceiver for communication with
four antennas. A fifth antenna is installed at a position well
separated from the four antennas, and it is connected to the
receiver via a long cable. Signals from the fifth antenna are
used for downlink active sensing. Fig. 8-(a) plots the general
concept, and Fig. 8-(b) shows a potential implementation in
existing FDD systems. The switches (SPDT1-4) are operating



















Fig. 8: Simplified TDD transceiver model with a single re-
ceiving antenna dedicated to sensing. (a) A general concept;
(b) Possible realization on existing hardware platform.
antenna, it is always connected to the fifth receiver. Given
that the onboard circuit leakage is small and the TDD switches
can be separately controlled, this option can be conveniently
realized in an existing TDD system that supports 5×5 MIMO.
Sensing using a single receiving antenna in this case can be
realized by exploring the multiple transmitted spatial streams
[107]. Although sensing performance may be slightly degraded
due to reduced number of receiving antennas for sensing, the
degradation is mainly on the received signal energy. All the
sensing parameters except for AoA can still be correctly esti-
mated. Exploiting the estimated AoD and delay, the locations
of targets can still be determined.
If there are spaces for installing multiple dedicated receive
antennas for sensing, a single sensing receiver (RF down-
converter channel) can also be connected to these antennas
in a time-interleaved (multiplexing) way, so that more spatial
diversity gain can be achieved and AoA can also be estimated.
This is due to the relatively low variation speed of channel
parameters in sensing. The feasibility has been demonstrated
in [108], where a single receiver is connected to multiple
antennas using fast antenna array multiplexing to identify
the time-variant, directional structure of mobile radio channel
impulse responses. Practical measurement results show that the
delay, AoA, and Doppler can be effectively estimated using
this setup.
E. Summary and Insights
In this section, we reviewed several system deployment
options that can enable sensing in mobile networks. Table X
summarizes four of these options. Using full-duplex radios
would be an ideal future option but is currently impractical.
The other three are near-term suboptimal solutions, requiring
only a few slight modifications on hardware and system to
the existing network. The option of using a single spatially-
separated receive antenna for sensing in a MIMO system
seems to be the most cost-effective solution for downlink
sensing.
In addition to hardware modifications, hardware calibration
is also important for sensing. In [108], [109], it is shown
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An ideal future option with best system integration and
flexibility in system design and optimization.




Easy to realize. Still support transmission for communication.
Enable SIMO sensing (similar to bi-static and multi-static
radar).
Slightly increased cost.
Dedicated receiver for down-
link sensing (IV.C)
Easy to realize in TDD systems. Still support communication
reception. Enable MISO sensing.
Not suitable for current FDD systems. Slightly in-
creased cost.
Using one spatially widely
separated receive antenna
for sensing (IV.D)
Co-located transmitter and receiver enables mono-static sens-
ing for environment directly surrounding the sensing node.
Lowest-cost solution for TDD systems.
Require separated control of RF chains. Slightly
increased space requirement for installation.
how an imperfect receiver and antenna array can impact high-
resolution sensing parameter estimation in channel sounding
experiments. Antenna array calibration techniques are further
investigated in [108], [109] and shown to be able to mitigate
the impact effectively.
V. MAJOR RESEARCH CHALLENGES FOR PMN
There exist a number of challenges in the research and
development of PMN. These challenges are mainly associated
with realizing sensing on the infrastructure of communication
networks, joint design and optimization, exploring the mutual
benefits of communication and sensing via the integration,
and sensing in a networked environment. In this section, we
will discuss several major research challenges from the signal
processing aspect. In next section, we will then review detailed
technologies and algorithms that have been developed to
address these challenges, and present remaining open research
problems and future directions.
A. Sensing Parameter Extraction from Sophisticated Mobile
Signals
The sophisticated signal structure of mobile networks makes
sensing parameter estimation in PMNs challenging. A mod-
ern mobile network is a complex heterogeneous network,
connecting diverse devices that occupy staggered resources
interleaved and discontinued over time, frequency and space.
Mobile signals are also very complicated because of multiuser
access, diverse and fragmented resource allocation, and spatial
multiplexing. The communication signals that are also used
for sensing are randomly modulated using multiuser-MIMO
and OFDMA technologies and can be fragmented for each
user - discontinuous over time, frequency or space. This
structure is detailed in our work in [8]. Most existing sensing
parameter estimation techniques are not directly applicable to
the PMNs because of such signal structure. For example, active
radar sensing technologies mostly transmit linear FM (LFM)
chirp modulated transmitted signals [15]; and most passive
bi-static and multi-static radars consider simple single carrier
and OFDM signals [16]–[18], [110]. In addition, conventional
spectrum analysis and array signal processing techniques, such
as MUSIC [1] and ESPRIT [51], may not be directly applica-
ble either, as ESPRIT requires continuous observations that do
not constantly exist here, and MUSIC requires a large number
of samples to separate signal and noise subspaces. As a result,
specific sensing techniques need to be developed for estimating
sensing parameters from complicated and fragmented signals.
Sensing parameters describe the propagation of signals in
the environment and the detailed composition of channels.
They typically have continuous but not discrete values. Thus
most existing channel estimation and localization algorithms
are not directly applicable either. Existing channel estimation
techniques developed for modern mobile networks principally
emphasize on estimating composite channel coefficients at
quantized discrete grids, and localization mainly focus on
the line-of-sight path and determines the locations of signal
emitting objects. However, some recent techniques developed
for channel estimation in millimeter wave systems [111], [112]
can potentially be extended and applied to sensing parameter
estimation, as will be detailed in Section VI-E.
B. Joint Design and Optimization
One key research problem in JCAS, as well as PMNs, is
how to jointly design and optimize signals and systems for
C&S. A number of studies have investigated the impact of
the waveform and basic signal parameters on the performance
of a joint system, as will be detailed in Section VI-B. Such
waveform and system parameter optimisation can result in
performance improvement in standalone systems, but it has
less impact compared to those at high levels, i.e., system and
network levels.
C&S have very different requirements at the system and
network levels. For example, in a multiuser MIMO communi-
cation system, the transmitted signal is a mix of multi-users’
random symbols, while ideal MIMO-radar sensing signals are
unmodulated and orthogonal [113]. When using an array, radar
sensing focuses on optimizing the formation and structure
of virtual subarrays to increase antenna aperture and then
resolution [114], but communication emphasises beamforming
gain and directivity. Such conflicting requirements can make
joint design and optimisation very challenging. More research
is required to exploit the commonalities and suppress the
conflicts between the two functions.
Another important issue is how C&S can benefit more from
each other via the integration. This is far from being well
understood. Current research has been limited to propagation




Integrating sensing into mobile communication networks
provides great opportunities for radio sensing under a cellular
structure. However, research on sensing under a cellular topol-
ogy is still very limited. The cellular structure for communica-
tion is designed to greatly increase the frequency reuse factor
and hence improve spectrum efficiency and communication
capacity. A cellular sensing network intuitively also increases
frequency reuse factor, and hence the overall “sensing” capac-
ity. On one hand, there is almost no known performance bound
for such cellular sensing networks yet, except for a limited
number of slightly related works, such as performance analysis
for coexisting radar and cellular communication systems [118]
and radar sensing using interfered OFDM signals [51]. On
the other hand, although research exists on distributed radar
and multi-static radar, sensing algorithms that consider and
exploit the cellular structure, such as co-cell interference, node
cooperation, and sensing-handover over base stations, are yet
to be developed. The challenge lies in the way to address com-
petition and cooperation between different base stations under
the cellular topology, for both performance characterization
and algorithm development of networked sensing.
VI. DETAILED TECHNOLOGIES AND OPEN RESEARCH
PROBLEMS
As a new platform and network, PMN is still in its very early
stage of research and development. As described in the last
section, there are a number of challenges to overcome to make
it practical, which also imply great research opportunities.
Here we review existing technologies and algorithms that
have been developed to address these challenges, organized
under eight topics. We also discuss open research problems
for each topic. Since the major issue in PMN is how to
achieve radio sensing without compromising the performance
of existing communications, we focus on the issues in realizing
radio sensing, leveraging the existing cellular communication
infrastructure, and how communications may be affected and
improved by integrating the sensing functions.
A. Performance Bounds
There are two types of performance bounds that can be used
to characterize the performance limits of sensing in PMNs.
One is based on the mutual information (MI), and the other is
based on the estimation accuracy of sensing parameters, such
as the Cramer-Rao lower bounds (CRLBs).
MI [119] can be used as a tool to measure both the
radar and communication performance. To be specific, for
communications the MI between wireless channels and the
received communication signals can be employed as the wave-
form optimization criterion, while for sensing, the conditional
MI between sensing channels and the sensing signals is
used [120]–[122]. So MI for sensing measures how much
information about the channel, the propagation environment, is
conveyed to the receiver. Maximizing MI hence is particularly
useful for sensing applications that rely more on feature signal
extraction than on sensing parameters estimation, for example,
for target recognition. The usage of MI and capacity is well
known to the communication community. The usage of MI for
radar waveform design can also be traced back to the 1990s
[120]. MI has also been used to optimize the performance of
coexisting radar communication systems, e.g., in [123].
Let us consider simplified signal models to illustrate the
formulations of MI. Let Hs , Hc denote the channels for sens-
ing and communications, respectively; let Ys and Yc be the
received signals for sensing and communications, respectively;
and let X = f (S) be the transmitted signals where S is the
information symbols and f (S) denotes the function converting
S to X. The function f (S) can be linear or nonlinear, and
can be across multiple domains, including time, frequency,and
spatial domains. When a spatial precoding matrix P is used in
place of f (·), the received signals are given by
Ys = HsPS + Z;
Yc = HcPS + Z,
for sensing and communications, respectively. The MI expres-
sions for communication and sensing can be represented as
I(Hs; Ys |X) = h(Ys |X) − h(Z), for sensing;
I(S; Yc |Hc) = h(Yc |Hc) − h(Z), for comm., (1)
where I(·) denotes the (conditional) MI, and h(·) denotes
the entropy of a random variable. We can thus see that
the MI for communications and sensing are defined as the
metrics conditional on the channel and the transmitted signals,
respectively. In each case, the signals X, or more specifically
the precoder P, are optimized to maximize the MI.
MI for JCAS systems has been studied and reported in
a few publications. They are typically conducted by jointly
optimizing the two MI expressions and their variations in
(1). The work in [124] formulates radar mutual information
and the communication channel capacity for a JCAS sys-
tem, and provides preliminary numerical results. In [119],
radar waveform optimization is studied for a JCAS system
by maximizing MI expressions. In [3], the estimation rate,
defined as the MI within a unit time, is used for analyzing
the radar performance, together with the capacity metric for
communications. In [125], an optimized OFDM waveform is
proposed by maximizing a weighted sum of the communi-
cation data rates and the conditional mutual information for
radar detection in a JCAS system.
These available results serve as good bases for studying
the MI for PMNs. Some specific problems to PMNs can be
considered to make the results more practical.
• Firstly, the MI formulations for uplink and downlink
sensing are different, due to the different knowledge on
the transmitted signals and the channel differences. In the
downlink sensing, the symbols are known to the receiver,
and the channels for C&S are different but could be
correlated. For uplink sensing, the symbols are unknown
to the receiver, and the channels are the same for C&S.
Hence, the optimization objective functions and results
can be quite different for uplink and downlink sensing.
• Secondly, the specific packet and signal structures in
cellular networks can have a significant impact on MI
for both C&S. For example, a packet signal may include
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training sequence and data symbols which will lead to
different MI formulations and results, as their statistical
properties are different. In [103], the MI is studied for
PMN, considering the frame structure and estimation
errors. The findings from [103] indicate that the optimal
solution for one function (communication or sensing)
is generally not optimal for the other, and some trade-
off needs to be made, particularly when the require-
ments for C&S are very different, for example, when
the directions of sensing and communications deviate
significantly. This implies the importance of sensing-
motivated user scheduling, i.e., taking user scheduling
into joint optimization of C&S.
CRLB is a more traditional metric that has been widely
used in characterizing the lower bound of parameter estimation
in radar [126]–[128]. For PMN, the closest work on CRLB
is reported in [17], in the scenario of passive sensing using
UMTS (3G) narrowband mobile signals. However, the CRLB
expressions are not always available in closed-form, particu-
larly for MIMO-OFDM signals, primarily because the received
signals are nonlinear functions of sensing parameters. There-
fore, although they can be found and evaluated numerically,
the CRLB metrics are not easy to be applied in analytical
optimization. It is even harder to apply them in optimization,
jointly with another cost function.
MI has also been combined with other metrics to study
the performance of radar systems. For example, two criteria,
namely, maximization of the conditional MI and minimization
of the minimum mean-square error (MMSE), are studied
in [121] to optimize the waveform design for MIMO radar by
exploiting the covariance matrix of the extended target impulse
response. In [129], the optimal waveform design for MIMO
radar in colored noise is also investigated by considering two
criteria: by maximizing the MI and by maximizing the relative
entropy between two hypotheses that the target exists or does
not exist in the echoes. In [107], waveform optimization
is studied with the application and comparison of multiple
sensing performance metrics including MI, MMSE and CRLB.
It is shown that there are close connections between MI-based
and CRLB-based optimizations, and the MI-based method is
more efficient and less complicated compared to the CRLB-
based method. Overall, research for JCAS and PMNs based
on these combined criteria is still very limited.
A brief summary of recent analytic results of using MI in
JCAS systems is given in Table XI. A very recent paper also
provides a comprehensive review of the performance limits of
JCAS systems [130].
B. Waveform Optimization
For JCAS, joint waveform optimization is a key research
problem as the single transmitted signal is used for both
functions but the two functions have different requirements
for the signal waveform. As discussed in Section II-A, tra-
ditional radar and communication systems use very different
waveforms, which are optimized for respective applications.
For example, recall that radar uses orthogonal and unmod-
ulated pulsed or FMCW signals, while in PMNs, typically












Fig. 9: Waveform optimization depicted with respect to pack-
ets.
the signals are random, with multicarrier modulation and
multiuser access. However, the waveform for one function
may be modified to accommodate the requirements of the
other, under joint design and optimization. The work in [1] is
one of the earliest ones that investigate waveform design for
JCAS systems. The waveform design and signal parameters
can have a significant impact on the overall performance of
a JCAS system. For example, the numerical analysis in [39]
demonstrates the close linkage between the sensing resolution
capabilities and the signal parameters for both single carrier
and multicarrier communication systems.
In this subsection, we discuss three classes of waveform
optimization techniques for PMN, classified in the spatial,
time and frequency domains, as shown in Table XII. The first
one is based on optimizing the spatial precoding matrix, and
typically does not require the change of existing signals and
can be seamlessly realized in current cellular networks. The
second and third ones optimize signal parameters and resource
allocation in the time and frequency domain, respectively,
requiring slight modification. They are also depicted in Fig. 9
with respect to signal packets. We also briefly review wave-
form optimization techniques that consider next-generation
signaling schemes.
1) Spatial Optimization: For spatial optimization with re-
spect to the precoding matrix P in PMNs, apart from the MI-
based waveform optimization as discussed in Section VI-A,
there are two more practical methods. One method is opti-
mizing the signal conversion function f (·), or specifically the
precoding matrices Pq,n,t in (9) when f (·) = P, to make the
statistical properties of the transmitted signals X best suitable
for both C&S. Another method is to add the sensing waveform
to the underlying communication waveform, while considering
a coherent combination of the two waveforms for destination
nodes. The two methods have respective advantages and
disadvantages. We elaborate on them below.
In the first method, when optimization is with respect to the
spatial precoding matrix, it is designed to alter the statistical
properties of the transmitted signal. This method is particu-
larly suitable for global optimization of cost functions jointly





subject to Constraints 1, 2 · · · , (2)
where λ(P) is the objective function. There could be various
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TABLE XI: Recent analytic results for usage of MI in JCAS and related systems.
Reference Models Main contributions
[3] JCAS system consists of an active, mono-static, pulsed radarand a single user communications system.
MI is used for analyzing the radar performance, together with the capacity
metric for communications.
[119] Radar and cellular systems share the same spectrum forsimultaneous operation. Radar waveform optimization is studied by maximizing MI expressions.
[124] MIMO radar-based JCAS system. Formulate radar MI and the communication channel capacity.
[125]
Mono static radar transceiver is employed for target clas-
sification while simultaneously used as a communications
transmitter
Propose an OFDM waveform optimized by maximizing a weighted sum of
the communication data rates and the conditional MI for radar detection.
[103] JCAS MIMO downlink system with a signal packet structure,including training sequence and information data symbols.
MI is studied for PMN, considering the frame structure and estimation
errors.













Minimize waveform difference [38], [41]
Weighted-optimal and pareto-optimal waveform design based on MI and/or CRLB [103],
[107], [131]
Multi-objective function optimization [75]
Decomposed
spatial precoder
Multibeam optimization where two pre-generated sub-beams are optimally combined,
to support fast varying scanning directions and multiple targets [29], [77], [132], [133].
Additional spatial streams are introduced to either remove multiuser interference caused
by scanning beam or enhance sensing performance [134].
Time Domain
(VI.B.2)
Optimize the signal structure in terms of length of packet and interval between packets [36].




Optimize subcarrier allocations, e.g., non-uniform subcarriers to achieve better delay estimation [135].
Mimic traditional frequency-modulated radar signals in the preamble [5], [136].
methods and combinations in defining the objective functions
and the constraints. Each can be either for communication
or sensing individually, or a weighted joint function. Some
examples are as follows. In [38], waveform optimization is
realized via minimizing the difference between the generated
signal and the desired sensing waveform under the restrictions
of signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) for multiuser
MIMO downlink communications. A multi-objective function
is further utilized to trade off the similarity between the
generated waveform and the desired one [41]. In [131],
adaptive weighted-optimal and Pareto-optimal waveform de-
sign approaches are proposed to simultaneously improve the
estimation accuracy of range and velocity and the channel
capacity for communication. In [75], the weighting vector
for subcarriers in OFDM systems is optimized by considering
a multi-objective function involving communication capacity
and CRLBs for the estimates of sensing parameters. One main
disadvantage of this method is that, the precoding matrix needs
to be optimized or redesigned once the communication or
sensing setup changes.
In the second method, basic waveforms can be designed in
advance for either or both C&S, and the two waveforms are
then added in a way to jointly optimize the performance of





subject to Constraints 1, 2 · · · , (3)
where Pc and Ps are the precoding matrices primarily targeted
for communication and sensing, respectively, and P is a
function of Pc and Ps . Examples are P = αPc + (1−α)Ps and
P = [αPc, (1−α)Ps] where α is a complex scalar. Here, among
{α,Pc,Ps}, either Pc , Ps , or both of them can be pre-designed
and fixed, while real-time optimization is with respect to the
other parameters. Although the results may be suboptimal,
this method provides great flexibility and can adapt quickly
to changes on the requirements for C&S.
This method could be particularly useful for mmWave sys-
tems where directional beamforming is used. One example is
available from [29], where a multibeam approach is proposed
to flexibly generate communication and sensing sub-beams
using analogue antenna arrays. Optimization of combining the
two sub-beams is further investigated in [77], [132]. Of course,
the efficiency of multibeam is related to the requirements of
C&S. According to [84], getting the correct solutions of beam
steering and beamwidth adaptation for JCAS operation highly
depends on environmental context. Indeed, reflector position,
blockage height, motion speed and other environmental con-
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text factors could have a significant impact on the efficiency
of the multibeam method.
For waveform optimization in PMNs, the following specific
problem associated with multiuser access is yet to be consid-
ered, particularly for uplink sensing. For downlink sensing,
multiuser access and multiuser interference only need to
be considered for communications, because the transmitted
signals are known to the sensing receiver and the environment
to be sensed is common to multiuser signals. Thus waveform
optimization only needs to consider the multiuser aspect
for communication, as studied in [41]. However, for uplink,
signals need to be specific to each user for both C&S, because
the signal propagation environments between different users
and the BS could be different. But these environments could
also be correlated. Thus waveform optimization in the uplink
is a more challenging task.
A brief summary of recent analytic results of waveform
optimization in JCAS system is given in Table XIII.
2) Optimization in Time and Frequency Domains: In addi-
tion to spatial optimization, communication signals can also be
optimized across the time and frequency domains, by jointly
considering the communication and sensing requirements.
The optimization can be with respect to the frame structure,
subcarrier occupation, power allocation, and pilot design and
typically requires some slight changes of the mobile signals.
The preamble part in a frame can be optimized with
respect to both the signal format and resource allocation. A
typical communication frame consists of preamble and data
payload, and in cellular networks, they are structured via
logical channels. The preamble typically contains unmodu-
lated and orthogonal signals, which can be directly used for
sensing, as described in Section III-C. For a MIMO-OFDM
signal, the format of the preamble signals can be designed to
mimic the traditional radar waveform, while maintaining the
properties required for communications. For example, in [136],
orthogonal linear frequency modulation (LFM) signals, which
are commonly used in MIMO radar, are generated based on
MIMO-OFDM JCAS. A similar LFM signal is also generated
in [5], for a JCAS system using a hybrid antenna array. The
subcarrier occupation of the preamble can also be designed
by incorporating the idea of non-equidistant subcarriers in
MIMO-OFDM radar [135] to balance the performance of
C&R.
The spatio-temporal power optimization between preamble
and data payload is investigated for JCAS in [103]. It is shown
that the length of the preamble and its power allocation have a
much larger impact on communications than on sensing. Using
a cost function as the weighted sum of the MIs for C&R, a
closed-form solution is obtained for optimal power allocation.
The interval of preambles or pilots can also be optimized
to improve the sensing performance, while maintaining com-
munication efficiency. This can also be realized via varying
the length of the data payload over packets, if packets are
continuously transmitted. In [36], for a single data-stream
single-carrier JCR system based on 802.11ad, non-uniformly
placed preambles are proposed to enhance velocity estimation
accuracy. It is found that when preambles/pilots are equally
spaced, the performance of radar or communications cannot
be effectively improved without affecting the other. Compar-
atively, non-uniform preambles/pilots are found to achieve
a better performance trade-off between C&R, particularly at
large radar distances. Although developed for a single carrier
system, an extension to MIMO-OFDM in PMN is possible
with the usage of non-uniform pilots in both frequency and
time domains.
3) Optimization with Next-Generation Signaling Formats:
Most of communication-centric JCAS systems have been
formulated on either signal carrier or OFDM(A) systems,
which are consistent with those waveforms being used in
radar. Joint JCAS waveform design may also be applied to
next-generation communication signals such as orthogonal
time-frequency space (OTFS) signaling and fast-than-Nyquist
(FTN) modulation.
The OTFS signaling is developed to address the signal re-
ception problem in both frequency and time selective channels,
and is believed to be more effective than OFDM in such
channels. The signal may be directly modulated in the so-
called delay-Doppler domain, where the channels are shown
to be sparse. Equalization of OTFS signals requires channel
estimation, which can be efficiently represented by sparse
parameters of delay, angles, and Doppler frequency. Thus the
receive processing of OTFS can be naturally linked to sensing
parameter estimation. In [137], the effectiveness of using
OTFS for JCAS is investigated. It is shown that using OTFS
signals, like using OFDM, can generate as accurate sensing
parameter estimation as using conventional radar waveform
such as frequency modulated continuous wave (FMCW). In
[138], an OTFS JCAS system is studied by explicitly taking
into account the inter- symbol interference (ISI) and inter-
carrier interference (ICI) effects. It is shown that ISI and
ICI can be exploited to extend the maximum unambiguous
detection limits in range and velocity. A generalized likelihood
ratio test based detector/estimator considering the ISI and
ICI effects is developed. To reduce the conventionally high
complexity of OTFS sensing, an efficient Bayesian learning
scheme is proposed in [139], together with the reduction of
the measurement matrix’s dimension by incorporating the prior
knowledge on the motion parameter limit of the true targets.
These works demonstrate the feasibility and potential effi-
ciency of OTFS JCAS systems. Although results on waveform
optimization for OTFS JCAS is not available, we surmise that
it can be conducted in a way similar to OFDM. In particular,
the precoding may be more efficiently applied beyond the
spatial domain, such as to the delay-Doppler domain.
C. Antenna Array Design
For radio sensing, each antenna with an independent RF
chain is like a pixel in the camera. But a radio system
allows more flexible control and processing of both transmitted
and received signals. Therefore, there are more designs for
antenna arrays in PMNs that we can do apart from the MIMO
precoding for waveform optimization as discussed in the last
subsection. A classification of these techniques is presented in
Table XIV, including virtual array design, sparse array design,
and spatial modulation. These techniques are elaborated on
below.
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TABLE XIII: Recent analytic results of waveform optimization in JCAS.
Reference Models Main contributions
[1] Joint implementation of digital beamform-ing radar and MIMO communications. Investigate waveform design for JCAS systems.
[38] Joint design of MIMO radar and multi-userMIMO communication
Waveform optimization is realized via minimizing the difference between the generated
signal and the desired sensing waveform under the restrictions of SINR for multiuser
MIMO downlink communications.
[77] C&S at different directions, using a com-mon transmitted signal
Optimization of combining both of the communication and sensing sub-beams is
investigated.
[75] OFDM JCAS system
The weighting vector for subcarriers in OFDM systems is optimized by considering a
multi-objective function involving communication capacity and CRLB for the estimates
of sensing parameters.
[131] OFDM integrated radar and communicationsystem
Adaptive weighted-optimal and Pareto-optimal waveform design approaches are pro-
posed to simultaneously improve the estimation accuracy of range and velocity and the
channel capacity for communication.
TABLE XIV: Classification of antenna array design techniques in PMN.




Group antennas and form virtual subarrays to achieve a balance between spatial multiplexing
and diversity for communications, and spatial resolution and beamforming gain for sensing.
[5], [29], [114], [140]
Sparse Array Design
(VI.C.2)
Optimize the number and placement of antenna elements in an array by jointly considering the




Use the indexes and/or order of antennas to convey information bits. The randomness added to
JCAS signals is also shown to improve sensing performance in some cases.
[6], [70], [142]
1) Virtual MIMO and Antenna Grouping: There are many
contradictory requirements for antenna array design between
C&S. Beamforming and antenna placement are two good
examples. For beamforming, an array with varying beamform-
ing and narrow beamwidth is typically required for sensing;
however, during at least a packet period, communications
require fixed and accurately pointed beams to obtain non-
time varying channels, and multibeam to support SDMA. For
antenna placement, MIMO radar typically requires special
antenna intervals to achieve increased virtual antenna aperture
[114]; while MIMO communications focuses on beamforming
gain, spatial diversity and spatial multiplexing, therefore, low
correlation among antennas is more important. These different
and contradicting requirements demand new antenna design
methods.
One potential solution is to introduce the concept of antenna
grouping and virtual subarrays [114], [140]. By dividing
existing antennas into two or more groups/virtual subarrays,
we can designate tasks of C&S and optimize the design across
groups of antennas. There could be overlap between different
groups of antennas, as shown in Fig. 10. Virtual subarray
introduces beamforming capability. Using orthogonal signals
across virtual subarrays, we can maintain the orthogonality
desired by MIMO radar, in order to achieve a larger aperture of
an equivalent virtual array. Using overlapped antennas across
neighbouring virtual subarrays can increase the spatial degree
of freedom of the MIMO radar. Using virtual subarrays, we
can also conveniently generate multibeams [29] satisfying
different beamforming requirements from C&S. We can also
virtually optimize the antenna placement, by antenna selection
and grouping. Similar to the diversity and multiplexing trade-







Fig. 10: Two virtual subarrays with one overlapped antenna
are formed: Virtual subarray 1 with antennas A1, A2 and A3;
and subarray 2 with A3, A4 and A5. Each virtual subarray will
transmit one data signal, and the signals between two virtual
subarrays are orthogonal over time. Beamforming is applied
in each virtual subarray. BF for beamforming.
off in communications, there is a trade-off between processing
gain and resolution in sensing, related to the number of
independent spatial streams.
The array structure as shown in Fig. 10 reminds us of
the hybrid antenna array that has been widely studied in
mmWave communications. Considering the benefits of antenna
grouping for both C&S, using hybrid antenna arrays [59],
[143] will be an attractive low-cost option. This is particularly
true for mmWave systems where propagation loss is high
and beamforming gain is essential for achieving sufficiently
high SNR for both C&S. The research on hybrid array JCAS
systems is still in its very early stage, with some limited results
being reported in [5].
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2) Sparse Array Design: Besides antenna grouping, sparse
array design is another method to exploit the degrees of
freedom that can be achieved via configuring the locations
of antennas when the total number of antennas is fixed.
The design of sparse arrays or thinned arrays [144], such as
coprime arrays [145], is often cast as optimally placing a given
number of antennas on a subset of a large number of (uniform)
grid points [141]. In this way, a small number of antennas can
span a large array aperture with a high spatial resolution and
low sidelobes. So far, the sparse array design-based JCAS has
mainly been studied in integrating communication to radar
systems, i.e., embedding information into radar waveforms to
perform data communication [73], [141]. In [141], antenna
position and beamforming weights are optimized to design
beams with mainlobe performing radar detection and sidelobe
for communications through modulations like ASK or PSK. In
[73], the MIMO waveform orthogonality is further exploited
to permute the waveform across selected antenna grids and
hence convey extra information bits.
Sparse array design is particularly suitable for massive
MIMO arrays with tens to hundreds of antennas but a limited
number of RF chains, i.e., switched arrays or hybrid arrays.
This setup can provide more degrees of freedom and potential
performance enhancement, with reduced cost, in PMNs. For
example, the sparse array design can add index modulation
to the communication part; while the sparse array design can
provide better spatial resolution for radar detection. To this
end, some interesting problems remain to be solved, such as
how to formulate the problems with two goals satisfied and
new trade-offs between C&S.
3) Spatial Modulation: Spatial modulation uses the set of
antenna indexes to modulate information bits and has been
extensively investigated for communication systems [111].
For multi-antenna JCAS systems, spatial modulation can also
be potentially applied. In [6], [70], a concept similar to
spatial modulation is exploited to increase communication
data rate in a frequency-hopping MIMO DFRC system. In
[142], spatial modulation is applied to JCAS by allocating
antenna elements based on the transmitted message, achieving
increased communication rates by embedding additional data
bits in the antenna selection. A prototype is developed in [142]
and demonstrates that the proposed scheme can improve the
angular resolution and reduce the sidelobe level in the transmit
beam pattern compared to using fixed antenna allocations.
Although these works are based on pulsed and continuous-
wave radars, they can potentially be extended to PMN, by
adding antenna selection to existing space-time modulations.
In particular, the rich scattering environment in PMN provides
a lower correlation between spatial channels, leading to poten-
tially better performance.
A brief summary of recent analytic results of antenna array
design in JCAS system is given in Table XV.
4) Reconfigurable Intelligent Surface Assisted JCAS: Re-
configurable Intelligent Surface (RIS) [146], also known as
reconfigurable intelligent meta-surfaces or intelligent reflective
surface, can be treated as a special type of relaying “antenna”
arrays that are deployed to influence the signal propagation.
The environmental objects are coated with artificial thin films
of electromagnetic and reconfigurable meta-surfaces, which
can be controlled to shape radio propagation. RIS provides a
large volume of spatial degrees of freedom, which can be typ-
ically modeled as adjustable phase shifts. Using RIS can sig-
nificantly improve communication performance by increasing
beamforming gain, reducing interference, and reducing fading;
it can also have a notable impact on sensing via generating
location-dependent radio fingerprints and directed sensing.
Therefore, RIS has been extensively studied for improving the
performance of both radar [147], [148] and communications
[149], separately. Although limited, the research on RIS-
assisted JCAS is emerging.
One direct application of RIS to JCAS is to treat the
phase shifts in RIS as increased degrees-of-freedom in signal
optimization. In [150], the precoding matrix of the transmitter
and the phase shift matrix of the RIS are jointly optimized,
with a problem formulated for maximizing the SNR at the
radar receiver under the constrained SNR for communications.
In [151], RIS is introduced as additional configurable channel
parameters to assist the realization of a JCAS system based
on a novel sparse code multiple access scheme.
Another important application of RIS to JCAS is to reduce
the potential interference that may be caused by accommodat-
ing the sensing requirement, particularly for SDMA communi-
cations. In [152], the RIS technology is introduced to mitigate
the multiuser interference, which may be increased when
optimizing the beams by jointly considering the beamforming
requirements for C&S in a JCAS system. The JCAS waveform
and the RIS phase shift matrix are jointly optimized, and the
trade-off between C&R performance is investigated. The work
demonstrates that RIS can significantly improve the system
throughput of communications, while without distorting the
desired beampattern for sensing. In [153], it is also exploited
to deal with the interference in a coexisting MIMO radar and
SDMA communication system.
Given the extensive research of RIS in C&S separately, we
can expect rapidly growing research outputs on RIS-assisted
JCAS. It would be interesting to see more diverse applications
of RIS in JCAS, for example, how to use RIS to generate
location-dependent radio fingerprints to enable simpler and
more accurate sensing, while simultaneously improving the
communication performance? Such work can better explore
RIS’s potential in JCAS, making it a game-changer in JCAS
design, rather than just offering more adjustable phase values
in an optimization problem.
D. Clutter Suppression Techniques
Rich multipath in mobile networks creates another chal-
lenge for sensing parameter estimation in PMNs. In a typical
environment, BSs receive many multipath signals that are
originated from permanent or long-period static objects. These
signals are useful for communications, but for a fixed BS, they
are generally not of interest for continuous sensing because
they bear little new information. Such undesirable multipath
signals are known as clutter in the traditional radar literature.
In PMNs, we treat multipath signals as clutter if they remain
largely unchanged and have near-zero Doppler frequencies
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TABLE XV: Recent analytic results for antenna array design in JCAS.
Reference Models Main contributions
[29] C&S at different directions, using a common transmittedsignal.
Generate multibeams satisfying different beamforming requirements from
C&S.
[73] Joint MIMO-radar communications platform equippedwith a reconfigurable transmit antenna array.
MIMO waveform orthogonality is exploited to permute the waveform
across selected antenna grids and hence convey extra information bits.
[141]
Joint radar communications platform equipped with a re-
configurable transmit antenna array through an antenna
selection network.
Antenna position and beamforming weights are optimized to design beams
with mainlobe performing radar detection and sidelobe for communications
through modulations like ASK or PSK.
[142]
Joint system equipped with a phased array antenna imple-
menting active radar sensing while communicating with
a remote receiver.
Spatial modulation is applied to JCAS by allocating antenna elements
based on the transmitted message, achieving increased communication rates
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Fig. 11: Clutter and two ways of clutter suppression.
over a period of interest. A lot of clutter could be present in
the received signals because of the rich multipath environment
of mobile networks. Clutter contains little information and
is better to be removed from the signals sent to the sensing
parameter estimator. In [57], the inner bounds of the impact of
clutter on the performance of JCAS is evaluated. It is shown
that clutter originating from motion objects can significantly
degrade the inner bounds of the performance.
There may be two ways of clutter suppression, as shown
in Fig. 11: doing suppression after or before estimating the
sensing parameters. The former does not introduce signal
distortion for sensing parameter estimation, and the latter
can reduce the unknown sensing parameters to be estimated.
High-end military/domestic radar can simultaneously detect
and track hundreds of objects, and the capability is built on
advanced hardware such as huge antenna arrays of hundreds
and thousands of antenna elements. Thus both ways can be
applied. For a PMN BS with only tens of antennas and limited
signal bandwidth, the sensing capability largely depends on
the sensing algorithm, which is closely related to the number
of unknown parameters. Most existing parameter estimation
algorithms require more measurements than unknown param-
eters and the estimation performance typically degrades with
the number of unknown parameters increasing. Therefore, it is
crucial to identify and remove non-information-bearing clutter
signals before applying sensing parameter estimation.
Clutter suppression techniques for conventional radars are
not directly applicable here because the signals and working
environment for the two systems are very different. Typical
radar systems are optimized for sensing a limited number
of objects in open spaces using narrow beamforming, and
clutter is typically from ground, sea, rain, etc. and has notable
distinct features [1], [154]–[156]. The well-known algorithms
in radar systems, such as space-time adaptive processing
[154], [157], independent component analysis [155], singular
value decomposition [158] and Doppler focusing [159], are
adapted to such scenarios. These techniques also need to
exploit different features of desired and unwanted echoes,
such as low correlation between them. These different features
may not always be available in mobile networks, because the
desired multipath and clutter can come from the same classes
of reflectors. For communications, narrow beamforming may
occur in emerging millimetre wave systems, but not in more
general microwave radio systems due to the limited number of
antennas and the use of multibeam technology to support mul-
tiuser MIMO. The signal propagation environment in PMNs
can also be very complex and different from a typical radar
working environment. Therefore, existing clutter suppression
methods developed for radar systems, e.g., those in [156],
[160], [161], may not be directly suitable for clutter reduction
in PMNs.
Alternative approaches exploit the correlation in time, fre-
quency and space domains, and use recursive averaging or
differential operation to construct or remove clutter signals
[8], [56], [162], [163]. These approaches could be more viable
for perceptive mobile networks. They have similarities to
background subtraction in image processing [164]. However,
there are two major differences:
• In image processing, the difference between two images
is exhibited via pixel variation. In radio sensing, both
Doppler shifts and variation in sensing parameters cause
differences in received sensing signals at different time;
• In an image, the background is overlapped/covered by
foreground. In radio sensing, clutter and desired multipath
signals are typically additive, and coexist in the received
signals.
Nevertheless, the many background subtraction methods de-
veloped for image processing can be revised and applied
for radio sensing in PMNs. Below we review two types of
typical background subtraction techniques that can be used
in PMNs: recursive moving averaging (RMA) and Gaussian
mixture model (GMM).
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1) Recursive Moving Averaging (RMA): Assume sensing
parameters are fixed over the coherence time period, then
ideally the received signals for each path at two different
times will only have a phase difference caused by the Doppler
phase shift. If the Doppler frequency is near zero, then the
two signals are nearly identical. Based on this assumption, we
can use an RMA method [8] to estimate the clutter and then
remove it from the received signal.
The received signals as shown in, e.g.,(7) and (9), cannot
be directly used in RMA, due to the transmitted signals x and
possibly the unknown timing offset τo which introduce a time-
varying phase shift across discontinuous packets. They need to
be removed or compensated before RMA can be applied. To
demonstrate the idea of RMA, we refer to the signal stripping
approach [8]. We assume that τo = 0 and an estimate of the
channel matrix Hn is available, given by Ĥn = Hn+∆n, where
∆n is the reconstruction error.
The RMA method uses a small forgetting vector to re-
cursively average the received signal over a window, with
a length sufficiently large to allow suppressing time-varying
signals of non-static paths, but smaller than the coherent time.
Mathematically, it can be represented as a recursive equation
H̄n(i) = αH̄n(i − 1) + (1 − α)Ĥn(i), (4)
where H̄n(i) is the output at the i-th iteration, α is the
forgetting factor (learning rate), and the initial Ĥn(1) can be
either zero or computed as the average of several initial Ĥn(i)s.
In RMA, the window length can be adapted to the variation
speed of the channels. The time interval between the inputs to
the averaging determines how signals with different Doppler
frequencies are added, either constructively or destructively.
Hence it has a significant impact on suppressing signals
of different Doppler frequencies. The forgetting factor and
the window length determine the suppression power ratio.
Although experimental results have been reported in [8] for the
relationship between these parameters and the effect of clutter
estimation and suppression, optimal combinations of these
parameters, in consideration of channel statistical properties,
are yet to be studied.
Although the RMA method works well in principle, it may
become inefficient due to practical issues, such as timing and
frequency offset commonly existing in actual systems. These
signal imperfectness needs to be well compensated before the
RMA method can work effectively.
2) Gaussian Mixture Model: GMM has been widely used
for analyzing and separating moving objects from the back-
ground in image and video analysis [164], target identification
and classification in radar system [165], and positioning solu-
tions [166]. The statistical learning of the GMM model with
respect to the mean and variance in background subtraction is
used to determine the state of each pixel whether a pixel is
background or foreground. It has also been applied recently
to extract static channel state information from channel mea-
surement in [167]. Different from GMM in video analysis,
where background and foreground overlap each other, clutter
and multipath of interest in PMNs are additive and can coexist.
Therefore, it is infeasible for PMNs to place foreground
(dynamic signals) and background (static signals) into two
different sets by classical clustering approaches that happened
in image or video signal processing.
GMM’s working principle for clutter suppression in PMNs
is as follows. Wireless channels can be modeled and estimated
by a mixture of Gaussian distributions since each density
represents the distribution of paths in the channel [167], [168].
Static and dynamic paths can be represented by Gaussian
distributions with very different parameters over the time
domain. This is because over a short time period, static paths
change little and dynamic paths may vary significantly. It
is also quite common that static paths typically have larger
mean power than dynamic ones. Hence, in terms of their
distributions, static paths have near-zero variances, which are
much smaller than those of the dynamic ones. Therefore, by
learning the mean values of the distribution, static paths can
be identified and separated via comparing the variance.
The main advantage of GMM for clutter estimation in PMM
is that much less samples are required to achieve a given
accuracy, compared to the matched filtering and RMA meth-
ods. However, the estimation usually needs to be realized by
high-complexity algorithms such as expectation maximization.
Low-complexity estimation based on the GMM formulation is
a key research problem here.
E. Sensing Parameter Estimation
The tasks of sensing in PMNs include both explicit estima-
tion of sensing parameters for locating objects and estimating
their moving speeds, and application-oriented pattern recogni-
tion such as object and behavior recognition and classification.
In this subsection, we review research on sensing parameter
estimation, considering typical multiuser-MIMO OFDM sig-
nals used in modern mobile networks. We will review work
on pattern recognition in subsection VI-G.
We note that sensing parameter estimation is a non-linear
problem, and hence most classical linear estimators, which
have been widely used in channel estimation in communica-
tions, cannot be applied. Typical sensing parameter estimation
techniques can be classified as follows: periodogram such
as 2D DFT, subspace-based spectrum analysis techniques,
on-grid compressive sensing (CS) algorithms, off-grid CS
algorithms and grid densification, and Tensor tools. Most
of these techniques have higher complexity than classical
channel estimation algorithms. Since the required sensing rate
is typically in the order of milliseconds to seconds, such high
computational complexity is affordable at BSs. Comparison
of these techniques for sensing parameter estimation in PMNs
is summarized in Table XVI and illustrated in Fig. 12 in
terms of the overall performance and complexity. Details of
the research are elaborated below, together with additional
techniques for sensing in clustered channels and resolution
of sensing ambiguity.
1) Periodogram such as 2D DFT: The classical 2D DFT
method is a periodogram method being widely used in radar. It
can be used to coarsely estimate sensing parameters by com-
bining two of the following three transformations: converting
the time-domain samples to the frequency domain, spatial-
domain samples to angle domain, and phase shifting samples
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TABLE XVI: Classification and comparison of Sensing Parameter Estimation Algorithms
Algorithms Properties Suitability and main limitation
Periodogram such as 2D
DFT and other Fourier
transform based tech-
niques [8]
Traditional techniques. Simple to implement. May be used as
the starting point for other algorithms.
Low resolution. Generally, requires a full set of contin-
uous samples in all domains, which may not always be
satisfied.
Subspace methods such
as MUSIC, ESPRIT and
Matrix Pencil [104],
[169]–[172]
High resolution and can do off-grid estimation. High com-
plexity. Work with a small number of measurements.
Typically require a large segment of consecutive samples,
with the exclusion of the MUSIC algorithm, which may




Flexible. Does not require consecutive samples. Many options
of problem formulations that can be tailored to signal models.
Various recovery algorithms can be selected to adapt to
complexity and performance requirements.
Works well even for estimating a small amount of off-
grid parameters. Performance can degrade significantly
with many paths of continuous parameter values.
Compressive Sensing
(Off-grid) such as atomic
norm minimization [111],
[176], [177]
Flexible and do not require consecutive samples. Capable of
estimating off-grid values.
Limitation in real time operation due to very high




High-order formulation using the Tensor tools such as 3D
Tensor CS simplifies computational complexity and provides
capability in resolving multipath with repeated parameter
values. Improve SNR by combining multiple measurements
coherently.
Need to be combined with other algorithms such as





























Fig. 12: Sensing parameter estimation algorithms: Overall
performance versus complexity. The overall performance con-
siders estimation accuracy and application limitations.
to Doppler frequency domain. A 3D DFT may also be used.
But due to the complexity, it is generally replaced by two or
three 2D DFTs. The resolution of this method is low because
of the long tail of the inherent sinc function in the DFT.
A windowing operation can be applied to slightly improve
the resolution. This method typically requires a full set of
continuous measurements in time or frequency domain, which
can limit its application in PMNs due to the discontinuous
samples.
2) Subspace-Based Spectrum Analysis Techniques: Clas-
sical subspace-based spectrum analysis techniques such as
MUSIC and ESPRIT can estimate parameters of continuous
values with high resolution [104], [169]. However, the sensing
accuracy of MUSIC depends on the searching granularity,
and ESPRIT typically requires samples of equal intervals.
Techniques that can deal with non-uniform sampling have been
proposed, e.g., the coupled canonical polyadic decomposition
approach in [170] and the generalized array manifold separa-
tion approach in [171], but they have very high computational
complexity. To achieve high resolutions, MUSIC and ESPRIT
typically also require a large number of samples so that the
signal subspace and noise subspace can be well separated
via computing the signal correlation matrix. This may not
always be available in some domains, such as the spatial
domain, which would require a large number of antennas.
However, it may be a good option to combine them with other
techniques for sensing parameter estimation, by exploiting
their capabilities of high resolution and estimating parameters
of continuous values. One good example can be seen from
[172], where MUSIC is first used to obtain angle estimates via
the spatial correlation matrix, and the delay and Doppler are
then estimated by forming a maximum likelihood estimation
problem.
3) On-Grid Compressive Sensing Algorithms: Compressive
Sensing (CS) techniques [180] have been widely used in
communication systems for channel estimation [181]–[183]
and in radar systems [184]. CS techniques formulate parameter
estimation as a sparse signal recovery problem, which can be
solved by many algorithms such as l1 recovery (convex relax-
ation), greedy algorithms and probabilistic inference [180]. At
the least, only twice the number of samples are required to
accurately recover a certain number of unknown parameters,
in the noise-free case. Typical CS techniques use on-grid
quantized dictionaries, and hence errors are caused due to
quantization when the original parameters have continuous
values. One main advantage of CS for sensing parameter
estimation in PMNs is that it does not require consecutive
samples. Actually, higher randomness of samples in time,
frequency and spatial domains can generally lead to better
estimation performance.
The sensing parameters to be estimated in PMNs include
delay, AoA and Doppler in three different domains. Some-
times, the AoD and magnitude of a path are also of interest,
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which are not considered here. Since the signals are relatively
independent in the three domains, they can be formulated in
a high-dimension (3D here) vector Kronecker product form
or even Tensor form. Therefore, we can apply 1D to 3D CS
techniques to estimate these sensing parameters [173]. The
following two problems need to be considered when selecting
CS techniques of different dimensions.
• Quantization error and number of available samples: Al-
though high-dimensional on-grid CS algorithms such as
the Kronecker CS [185] could offer better performance,
they require more samples than unknown variables in
each dimension. In a typical BS, we can get a sufficient
number of observations for the delay (linked to subcar-
riers), a reasonable number of samples in the Doppler
frequency domain (linked to intermittent packets over
a segment of channel coherent period), and a limited
number of AoA observations (linked to antennas).
• Complexity: Exploiting the Kronecker CS property, the
computational complexity is in the order of the product
of the complexity in each domain, which is typically
proportional to the cube of the number of samples.
Therefore, a high dimensional CS algorithm is not always
the viable option, particularly for the Doppler frequency
and AoA estimation due to the limited number of sam-
ples. Comparatively, mobile signals generally have tens to
thousands of subcarriers, which provide numerous samples
for delay estimation. Thus, we can formulate two multi-
measurement vector (MMV) CS problems, by stacking spatial-
domain and Doppler-frequency domain signals, respectively
with frequency domain signals. From the MMV-CS amplitude
estimates, we can then estimate the AoA and Doppler frequen-
cies [8], [45]. The details of CS algorithms from 1D to 3D and
their performance are presented in [45], [173]. One common
problem associated with using lower dimension CS is that
parameters with overlapped values in one or more dimensions
cannot be separately estimated. In this case, techniques such
as the one proposed in [186] can be used, by taking advantage
of the capability of model-based algorithms, for example,
modified matrix enhancement and matrix pencil.
For multiuser-MIMO signals, for example, signals received
at an RRU from multiple RRUs in downlink passive sensing,
we can use two methods to formulate the CS problems [8].
The first, direct sensing method, directly uses the received
signals as inputs to CS sensing algorithms. Since the receiver
knows the transmitted information data symbols, the problem
can be formulated as a block CS model [8], [187], [188],
without decorrelating signals from multiusers. Correlation
between the parameters can also be exploited in this model, via
introducing intra-block correlation coefficients. The second,
indirect sensing, is based on signal stripping that decorrelates
signals between users [8], [43]. Then the sensing parameters
can be estimated for each individual user by conventional CS
algorithms. Direct sensing can achieve better performance than
indirect sensing, as the decorrelation process introduces noise
enhancement, at the cost of higher complexity. If the data
symbols are unknown, e.g., in uplink sensing, decorrelating
and demodulation errors also exist. Such errors may be explic-
itly considered and removed in the estimation [174]. In [174],
a passive sensing algorithm for multiple objects is proposed
by using demodulated signals. The delay-Doppler values are
estimated by exploiting the sparsity of the demodulation errors
and numbers of objects. The positions and velocities of objects
are then estimated based on the estimated delay-Doppler, using
neural network techniques.
Overall, on-grid CS algorithms are promising for sensing
parameter estimation in PMNs. However, the quantization
error is a major problem as true sensing parameters have
continuous values. For parameters of continuous values, there
exist a mismatch between the assumed and actual dictionaries,
generally known as “dictionary mismatch”, which can cause
significant performance degradation [189]. The degradation
is severer when the number of unknown variables is larger.
Therefore, resolving the quantization error and dictionary
mismatch is a major challenge here.
4) Grid Densification and Off-Grid CS Algorithms: There
are mainly two types of techniques that have been developed to
tackle the quantization error problem in CS: grid densification
and off-grid CS algorithms [176], [190]. Both techniques have
higher complexity than conventional on-grid CS algorithms.
Grid densification uses denser dictionaries to reduce quan-
tization error. The discretization of the physical space is
unavoidable since CS has been focused on the signals that
can be represented under a finite dictionary by reconstruction.
It is intuitively reasonable that both dictionary mismatch and
parameter estimation error can be reduced with a dense grid.
Therefore, the question comes whether a denser grid leads to
more accurate sparse signal recovery or not. In fact, according
to the CS theory, the sampled grids should not be too dense.
As in densely sampled grids, the dictionaries have a high inter-
column correlation. The high correlation of dictionary items
violates the restricted isometry property (RIP) condition of CS
[181]. This is particularly of concern when the SNR is not very
high. Therefore, there is a trade-off in dictionary mismatch
and estimation accuracy while constructing a densified dic-
tionary. Dynamic dictionaries with multi-resolution capability
are proposed to resolve this problem. For example, in [175], a
dynamic dictionary-based re-focused DOA estimation method
is developed with the number of extremely sparse grids refined
to the number of detected sources.
There are extensive research interests in extending CS to off-
grid models, via, e.g., the perturbation method [191], CS plus
maximal likelihood [192], and the atomic norm minimization
(ANM) method [111], [176], [177]. The ANM method [176],
[177] can handle a continuous dictionary and recover unknown
variables with a reasonable number of samples at a high
probability via a semi-definite program. It has been widely
applied for channel estimation in, e.g., generalized spatial
modulation systems [111], MIMO radar via MMV models
[193], and mmWave MIMO systems with planar arrays [194].
However, the ANM method still requires that the variables
such as delays have well-separated values. This may not
always be satisfied in PMNs as an object may not always be
approximated as a point reflector/scatter and reflected/scattered
signals may come in clusters due to the limited distance among
the transmitter, the object and the receiver. Enhancing the
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ANM method and making it capable of handling such signals
are important for its practical application in PMNs.
5) Sensing with Clustered Multipath Channels: In cluster
sparsity patterns, non-zero taps of sparse signal appear in clus-
ters rather than being arbitrarily spread over the vector, which
means that sparse signal exhibits a structure in the form of non-
zero coefficients occurring in clusters. In practice, multipath
signals in mobile systems often arrive in clusters [195], and
paths from one cluster typically come from the same scatter(s)
and have similar parameter values. The situation becomes
complex once the clusters originated in a propagation scene
have correlation among other clusters of the same user and
across different users. Eventually, getting sensing parameters
from delay or spatial domain without acknowledging the
channel cluster structure can create accuracy problems.
We can find several research results on reconstructing clus-
ter sparse signals in general, for example, through periodic
compressive support [196], model-based CS [197], variational
Bayes approach [198], and block Bayesian method [199]. The
exploitation of the cluster property in multipath channels for
sensing parameter estimation in PMNs is possible through
creating a prior probability distribution. In particular, a cluster
prior probability density function needs to be introduced in
the CS reconstruction algorithm in order to efficiently detect
the coarse locations of the clusters, leading to more accurate
sparse reconstruction performance when CS algorithms are
applied [173]. Detailed technology on how cluster sparsity
can be exploited in JCAS systems such as PMNs that involve
OFDMA and multi-user MIMO is yet to be developed.
F. Resolution of Sensing Ambiguity
As discussed in Section IV, there is typically no clock-level
synchronization between a sensing receiver and the transmitter
in PMNs, particularly in uplink sensing. In this case, there
exist both timing and carrier frequency offsets in the received
signals. The timing offset is illustrated in Fig. 13. Both of
them, as shown in (6), are typically time-varying due to
oscillator stability. In communications, timing offset can be
absorbed into channel estimation and CFO can be estimated
and compensated. Their residuals become sufficiently small
and can be ignored. Differently, in sensing they cause measure-
ment ambiguity and accuracy degradation. Timing offset can
directly cause timing ambiguity and then ranging ambiguity,
and CFO can cause Doppler estimation ambiguity and then
speed ambiguity. They also prevent aggregating signals from
discontinuous packets for joint processing, as they cause
unknown and random phase shifting across packets or CSI
measurements. Thus it is very important to resolve the clock
timing offset problem. Should it be solved, uplink sensing
can be efficiently realized, requiring little changes of network
infrastructure.
There have been a limited number of works that address this
problem in passive sensing [87], [200], [201]. A cross-antenna
cross-correlation (CACC) method is applied to passive WiFi-
sensing, to resolve the sensing ambiguity issues. The basic
assumption is that timing offsets and CFO across multiple
antennas in the receiver are the same, because the common
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Fig. 13: Illustration of the propagation delay τ` and timing
offset τo(t). τo(t) is time varying due to instability of the
oscillators’ clocks.
oscillator clock is used in the RF circuits for all antennas.
Hence they can be removed by computing the cross-correlation
between signals from multiple receiving antennas. However,
cross-correlation causes increased terms and unknown param-
eters. The sensing parameters also become relative ones.
To proceed with the estimation of sensing parameters, it is
assumed that line-of-sight (LOS) path exists and has much
larger magnitude than the non-LOS (NLOS) paths. The UE
and BS are assumed to be static and the relative location of the
UE is also assumed to be known to the BS. In this case, terms
multiplied with the LOS path are much larger than the others.
The cross-product between LOS paths contain static multipath
only and is invariant over the channel coherent time. Thus
it can be removed by passing the correlation output through
a high pass filter. The cross-terms between NLOS and LOS
paths thus dominate in the output of the filter. The sensing
parameters can then be estimated, with respect to the known
parameters of the LOS path.
The CACC method has been successfully used in WiFi-
sensing. In [201], CACC is used to obtain estimates for ranges
and velocities of targets. In [87], CACC is adopted to get
the AoA spectrum, which represents the probabilities of the
direction or angle of target. However, the outputs after CACC
contain cross-product terms, which doubles the number of
unknown parameters to be estimated. In particular, the relative
delays and Doppler frequencies have values symmetric to
zero. These increased symmetric terms are known as image
components, which causes sensing ambiguity and degrades
the performance of sensing algorithms. The authors in [87]
proposed a method to suppress image signals, by adding one
constant value to and subtracting another from to signals
between the cross-correlation operation. The method works
to some extent, however, it is found to be susceptible to the
number and power distribution of static and dynamic signal
propagation paths. Therefore, although the idea of CACC
looks attractive in resolving the sensing ambiguity problem,
more advanced techniques need to be developed to handle the
output signals from CACC.
The required setup to enable CACC working is practical in
PMNs. For example, the fixed nodes that receive fixed broad-
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band service are ideal options. Those with LOS-path links
can also be found, particularly when mmWave communication
is deployed. It is generally more challenging to extend this
method to more complicated signal formats. In PMNs, the
transmitted signals may also be optimized to enable better
implementation of the CACC method. In [88], a mirrored
MUSIC algorithm is proposed to handle the image components
in the CACC output. Noticing the symmetry of unknown
parameters, new signals and basis vectors are constructed by
adding the original ones with their sample-reversed versions.
This equivalently reduces the unknown parameters by half,
and improve the estimation performance.
Another method for removing the random phase shifts due
to clock asynchronism is using the ratio of CSI measurements
across antennas [202], [203]. The advantages of doing this,
compared to the CACC method, are that (1) the measurement
noise can be largely suppressed [202]; and (2) the ratio may be
better used as more information can be maintained compared
to the cross correlation [202], [203]. In [202], a close rela-
tionship is established between the ratio of CSI measurements
and target movement, which enables the determination of
movement direction and distance via the changes of the ratio.
This method may be widely used in PMN sensing in the
presence of clock asynchronism. For the particular respiration
sensing application in [202], it is shown that the sensing
range can be significantly extended with very high accuracy.
The work is extended in [203], where respiration sensing
for multiple objects is studied. To be able to separate the
measurement CSI signals for multiple persons, a blind source
separation technique based on the independent component
analysis (ICA) is applied. The ICA technique requires that
the sources are mixed linearly. The direct ratio of CSI signals
possesses non-linearity and needs to be modified. In [203],
a filter is designed through the genetic algorithm to nullify
respiration signals with only static background signals left.
Since the timing offset appears as a common phase shift
in both the originally received and background signals, the
filtered signal can then be used as the denominator in the CSI
ratio to suppress the timing offset in the respiration signals. In
this way, the modified ratios form linear combinations in the
total observations, and ICA can be applied. These techniques
may find good applications in PMN, particularly when the
main goal is to coherently use CSI measurements for sensing,
and/or for extracting the Doppler frequencies.
G. Pattern Analysis
Using radio signals, high-level application-oriented object,
behavior and event recognition and classification can be
achieved by combining machine learning and signal processing
techniques. They can be realized with or without using the
sensing parameter estimation results, which provide location
and velocity information.
The feasibility and benefits of applying machine learn-
ing technologies to communication systems have been well
demonstrated, for example, fast beamforming design via deep
learning [204], behavioral modeling and linearization of wide-
band RF power amplifiers in 5G system [205], vehicular
network modeling in 6G by machine learning [206], route
computation for software-defined communication systems by
deep learning strategy [207], and heterogeneous network traffic
control by deep learning [208].
Although the work on pattern analysis using mobile signals
is still in its infancy stage, we have seen some interesting
examples, such as [22]–[24]. We can foresee its booming
in the near future, as we have been observing from many
successful WiFi sensing applications. Using WiFi signals for
object and behavior recognition and classification has been
well demonstrated [95], [209], [210]. Mobile signals are more
complicated than WiFi signals, and the outdoor propagation
environment is also more challenging. However, the PMNs
have more advanced infrastructure than WiFi systems, includ-
ing larger antenna arrays, more powerful signal processing ca-
pability, and distributed and cooperative nodes. Using massive
MIMO, a PMN BS equivalently possesses a massive number
of “pixels” for sensing. It is able to resolve numerous objects
at a time and achieve imaging results with better field-of-view
and resolution, like optical cameras.
Based on the various approaches developed for WiFi sens-
ing, we can deduce the procedures of applying pattern anal-
ysis to mobile signals, as shown in Fig. 14. They typically
involve four steps: signal collection, signal preprocessing,
feature extraction, and recognition and classification. In the
signal collection step, the signals are collected at the receiver
according to the desired rate. In the signal preprocessing step,
the collected signals may be stripped, cleaned and compressed.
Signal stripping removes the modulated symbols from the
received signal, and hence the pure channel state information
(CSI) is obtained. Multiuser signals may also be decorrelated
here. Signal cleaning removes signal distortions associated
with, e.g., timing, CFO and phase noise, and suppresses
clutter signals. The purpose is to keep mostly information-
carrying signals. Many of the algorithms described before
can be applied for this purpose. If signals arrive irregularly
in the first step, the CSI can also be interpolated here if
desired. Signal compression makes the signal condense, so
that the useful information can be enhanced and the processing
complexity in the following steps can be reduced. Common
compression techniques include principal component analy-
sis and correlation [211]. Feature signals are then extracted
from preprocessed signals, using machine learning techniques
such as supervised and non-supervised deep learning. Finally,
recognition and classification are conducted, with inputs from
the extracted feature signals, the preprocessed signals, and
estimated sensing parameters.
H. Networked Sensing under Cellular Topology
PMNs provide great opportunities for radio sensing under
a cellular structure, which could be well beyond the scale and
complexity of distributed radar systems. The main challenge
for networked sensing under a cellular topology remains in the
way to address competition and cooperation between different
nodes for sensing performance characterization and algorithm
development. The research in this area is almost blank at the



















Fig. 14: Block diagram showing the procedure for pattern
recognition.
1) Fundamental Theories and Performance Bounds for
“Cellular Sensing Networks”: This is about investigating the
potentials of the cellular structure on improving the spec-
tral efficiency and performance of sensing, and developing
fundamental theories and performance bounds for such im-
provement. Similar to communications, a cellular network
intuitively also increases frequency reuse factor and hence the
overall “capacity” for sensing. Stochastic geometry model may
be an excellent tool for analyzing the dynamics in the sensing
network, as have been applied to characterize the aggregated
radar interference in an autonomous vehicular network in
[212], [213]. New metrics such as the radar detection coverage
probability [214], [215] can also be introduced to characterize
the sensing performance with the application of stochastic
geometry models. Both intra-cell and inter-cell interference
would then be taken into consideration in deriving the mutual
information for networked sensing.
2) Distributed Sensing with Node Grouping and Coopera-
tion: One way of exploiting networked sensing is to develop
distributed and cooperative sensing techniques by scheduling
and grouping UEs and enable cooperation between RRUs.
On one hand, existing research has shown that distributed
radar techniques can improve location resolution and moving
target detection by providing large spatial diversity and wide
angular observation [94]. Such diversity can be maximized by
optimizing both waveform design and the placement of radar
nodes. In PMNs, we can group multiple UEs’ sensing results
to improve uplink sensing. On the other hand, distributed
radar can enable high-resolution localization, exploiting co-
herent phase differences of carrier signals from different
distributed nodes [113]. This requires phase synchronization
among radar nodes, and can only be potentially achieved in
downlink sensing by grouping RRUs. For both cases, we may
develop distributed sensing techniques, leveraging extensive
research works on distributed beamforming and cooperative
communications. One example of cooperative detection and
localization/sensing is depicted in [91], where a cooperative
target detection scheme based on a generalized likelihood ratio
test detector is proposed. The impact of network dynamics,
including position uncertainty and the number of collaborative
nodes, on the detection performance is also evaluated. Another
example can be seen from [92], where cooperative passive
coherent location is explored in the 5G radio network. The
timing-ambiguity problem, as mentioned in Section VI-F, may
also be efficiently resolved via cooperative sensing, in a way
analogous to the triangulation method for the removal of
timing asynchronism in current localization systems [216].
I. Sensing-Assisted Communications
When communication and sensing are integrated, it is
important to understand how they can mutually benefit from
each other. In the context of PMNs, at least the following
techniques can be exploited to improve communications using
sensing results: Sensing assisted beamforming and secure
communications.
1) Sensing Assisted Beamforming: Beamforming is an
important technique used for concentrating transmission at
certain directions to achieve high antenna array gain, and is
critical for mmWave systems. However, due to the narrow
beam width, it is generally time-consuming in mmWave com-
munication systems to find the right beamforming directions
and update the pointing directions once the LOS propagation
channel is blocked. Techniques exploiting the propagation
information of sub-6GHz signals have been proposed for
improving beamforming speed for mmWave communications
in mobile networks [217]. These techniques exploit the spatial
correlation between channels for the two frequency bands,
which, however, is site-specific and needs to be updated in real
time because of the environmental dynamics. The translation
may also be inaccurate because of the large difference in the
signal wavelength between the two bands. Comparatively, us-
ing radar operating in a similar mmWave band can potentially
provide detailed propagation information, which is ideal for
beamforming update and tracking.
In [115], [116], radar aided beam alignment is investigated
for mmWave communications, where a mmWave radar is
installed on a BS, co-locating with the communication system.
A compressive covariance estimation algorithm is proposed to
estimate the covariance output at the output of the combiner of
a mmWave hybrid receiver, from the covariance matrix of the
signals received from radar. Simulation results demonstrate the
feasibility of the proposed scheme, while there is a relatively
large gap to the upper bound performance. In [116], it is
further shown that using location information obtained via
automotive radar can largely reduce the beam training over-
head in mmWave communications. Since different frequency
bands and two separate systems are used, there are always
some limits in the similarity of the channels, and hence the
performance is not ideal.
Such limits can be removed by using the mmWave JCAS
technology, as both radar sensing and communications are
integrated to the same device and use the common signal now.
JCAS enables a BS to construct a radio propagation map that
limits to one hop in general. This map can provide detailed
information for generating initial beamforming and updating
it when either the BS or the UE moves, using downlink
and uplink sensing [89]. In particular, the multibeam scheme
in [29], [132] introduces protocols and algorithms to enable
communication and sensing in different directions at the same
time even with an analog antenna array, as shown in Fig. 15.
This makes it possible for a JCAS transmitter or a receiver to
scan the surrounding environment and update the propagation

















Fig. 15: Sensing assisted communication using multibeam
where a fixed sub-beam points at the communication receiver,
and a scanning sub-beam varies pointing directions to sense
the environment. The multibeam can be realized in all of
analog, hybrid, and full-digital arrays. The sensing parameter
estimation module in Node B can use the echo signals from
both the fixed and the scanning sub-beams to establish a radio
propagation map.
of the multibeam scheme is to generate beamforming with
multiple sub-beams, consisting of fixed sub-beams primarily
for communications and packet-varying sub-beams primarily
for scanning and sensing. Note that the same data signals
are transmitted at the different sub-beams here. The basic
sub-beams can be pre-generated, and are combined to read-
ily generate the multibeam in real-time by optimizing the
combination coefficients, using the optimization techniques
described in VI-B. The idea can also be extended to hybrid
and full-digital arrays.
In addition to achieving environmental awareness, radar
sensing in PMNs can also be used for predictive beamforming
and tracking. In [90], a predictive beamforming design for
a multi-user vehicular-to-infrastructure (V2I) network is pro-
posed. The design introduces a different frame structure, by
removing downlink pilots and uplink feedback parts in conven-
tional training/tracking frames, because the BS (road-side unit)
can actively sense the locations of the vehicles. An extended
Kalman filtering (EKF) method is proposed for the tracking
and predicting of the state of vehicles based on the sensing
results. Thus instead of conventional beamforming prediction
and tracking methods that are purely based on received signals,
sensing information on vehicle location and signal propagation
paths enables more efficient and direct prediction. In [96], an
advanced Bayesian predictive beamforming scheme exploiting
JCAS is presented, using a message passing algorithm based
on a factor graph. The scheme is shown to achieve near-
optimal performance by the maximum a posteriori estimation.
Despite that the works above demonstrate the feasibility
and potential of sensing assisted beamforming in PMN, some
major problems are yet to be tackled to make it practical.
One problem is how to translate the sensing results to the
beamforming design. In particular, the downlink sensing re-
sults are associated with the object, while the communication
channels are associated with the object’s antennas. Given the
size of a vehicle, there may be a large offset between them.
Another problem is how to deal with multiple reflections.
When there are multiple reflections coming from different
directions, the phase of signals will also play an important
role in beamforming, but they cannot typically be accurately
estimated in radar sensing. One potential solution to both
problems is combining uplink and downlink sensing in PMN.
Downlink sensing can provide quick and coarse information
for initial beamforming, while uplink sensing can offer more
detailed and accurate information in a complicated propagation
environment.
2) Sensing Assisted Secure Communications: Radio sens-
ing offers informative channel compositions for both active
transmitters and passive objects in the surrounding environ-
ment. Such detailed channel information can be exploited for
secure wireless communications, for which the research is still
in its infancy.
One important application of the detailed channel compo-
sition information is in physical layer security techniques.
Current physical layer security studies are mainly based on
channel state information [218], using, e.g., artificial-noise-
aided, security-oriented beamforming and physical-layer key
generation approaches. This has been attempted in [117],
where the artificial noise method is employed to realize secure
beamforming in a JCAS system, to combat eavesdroppers.
Physical-layer key generation based on CSI has been widely
investigated and is shown to be very effective for secure
communications. However, the secrecy capacity of CSI is
generally limited as it hides the channel propagation details
and is the sum of many propagation paths. Comparatively, the
sensing results contain more essential information about the
environment between a pair of transmitter and receiver. They
can motivate more informative secret-key generating methods
and agreement in cellular communication networks. As a start,
we can characterize the secrecy capacity of PMNs, and de-
velop practical secret-key generating methods for information
encryption.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have provided a comprehensive review on PMN, which
integrates radio sensing into the current communication-only
mobile network, using the JCAS techniques. Referring to
the 5G NR standard, we have illustrated that uplink and
downlink sensing can be realized with different degrees of
modifications and enhancement to the current mobile network
infrastructure. We have provided a detailed review of major
research challenges, potential solutions and diverse research
opportunities within the context of PMN.
In Table XVII, we present our evaluation on the technology
maturity and research difficulty, and highlight selected key
open research problems for major techniques that have been
reviewed in Section VI. The scores for maturity and difficulty
are based on our own expertise and experience, and are indica-
tive only. As can be seen from the table, significant technical
advancement for PMN is demanded in many areas, particularly
in networked sensing, sensing-assisted communication, and
application-driven pattern analysis. They also represent the
most breakthrough that we may expect from the integration.
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With the integration, large-scale networked sensing becomes
feasible at very low costs. Like networked communications
based on the key idea of frequency reuse, it will motivate
brand new sensing theories and technologies. Sensing-assisted
communication will answer why we need sensing in commu-
nication networks, which would be the inspiration for com-
munication equipment manufactures and operators to adopt
the technology. With the combined use of machine learning,
pattern analysis, and signal processing techniques, PMN with
both communication and sensing capabilities will certainly
motivate numerous new applications, which promises great
opportunities for both research and commercial development.
In addition to reviewing and evaluating these important
technical problems in PMN, here we would also like to share
some important lessons and tips that we have learned in the
research and development of PMN systems, listed as follows.
• It is important to cast the signal design and optimization
problem within the framework of mobile networks. That
is, consider the actual network structure, protocols, re-
source allocation, and organization of logical channels,
so that the work can be really meaningful and be more
creative. This is because in this case the sensing problem
will be out of the comfort zone of conventional radar;
• Problem formulation in PMN is more challenging com-
pared to that in communications, because of the in-
volvement of both C&S functions, various parameters,
and performance metrics. It is important to consider
significant application scenarios and select the proper
performance metrics in the research; and
• Sensing can typically be implemented and updated at a
much slower speed compared to communications, which
should be an important consideration in the joint design.
To conclude, the PMN is expected to deliver a revolutionary
ubiquitous radio sensing network that can significantly drive
smart initiatives such as smart cities and smart transportation,
integrated with enriched mobile communication. In relation
to the (stereo) optical vision in camera sensing, the PMN is
expected to realize 3D+ radio vision, including 3D location +
speed + features for objects surrounding the radio transceivers,
with additional attractive features such as day-and-night avail-
ability, fog/leaf-penetration, and continuous tracking. It will
enable many new applications for which current sensing solu-
tions are impractical or too costly. While there are significant
challenges and a long way ahead to make the PMN fully
operational, our survey here is a solid presentation, indicating
the feasibility and providing the potential directions to pursue.
APPENDIX
BASIC SIGNAL AND CHANNEL MODELS
We describe the basic signal and channel models here
that involve some mathematics but may be helpful for the
readers to understand the technologies better. We consider
a CRAN system with Q RRUs. Each RRU has a uniform
linear array (ULA) with M antenna elements spaced at half
wavelength. These RRUs cooperate and provide links to K
users using multiuser-MIMO OFDMA. Each user has a ULA
of MT elements, and may occupy and share a part of the
total subcarriers with other users. The data symbols are first
spatially precoded in the frequency domain, and an IFFT is
then applied to each spatial stream. The time-domain signals
are then assigned to the corresponding RRUs. Let N denote the
number of total subcarriers and B the total bandwidth. Then
the subcarrier interval is f0 = B/N and the OFDM symbol
period is Ts = N/B + Tp where Tp is the period of the cyclic
prefix.
A. A General Channel Model
The array response vector of a size-M ULA is given by
a(M, θ) = [1, e jπ sin(θ), · · · , e jπ(M−1) sin(θ)]H , (5)
where θ is either AoD or AoA. Let the AoD and AoA of a
multipath be θ` and φ` , ` ∈ [1, L], respectively. For M1 trans-
mitting and M2 receiving antennas, the M2 × M1 frequency-
domain baseband channel matrix at the n-th subcarrier in the
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(6)
where for the `-th multipath, b` is its amplitude of complex
value accounting for both signal attenuation and initial phase
difference, τ` is the propagation delay, and fD,` is the asso-
ciated Doppler frequency, τo(t) denotes the potential timing
offset due to asynchronous clocks between transmitter and
receiver, and fo(t) denotes the carrier frequency offset (CFO).
Note that in (6), we have approximated the Doppler phase
changes over the samples in one OFDM block as a single
value.
Equation (6) represents a general channel model that can
be used for both communication and sensing. Note that for
communications, we generally only need to know the compos-
ited values of the matrix H(n), which are typically obtained by
directly estimating channel coefficients at some subcarriers and
obtaining the rest via interpolation. For radio sensing, however,
the system needs to resolve the detailed channel structure
and estimate the sensing parameters {τ`, fD,`, φ`, θ`, b`}. We
define a coherent processing interval (CPI) when all these
parameters maintain almost unchanged, which is typically a
few milliseconds (equivalent to the length of hundreds of
OFDM symbols). When the oscillator clocks of the transmitter
and receiver are not locked, the timing offset τo(t) and CFO
fo(t) are nonzero. They may be unknown to the receiver and
can cause ambiguity in range and speed estimation if not being
removed in sensing. Their values could be time varying due to
the instability of the oscillator clock. Both τo(t) and CFO fo(t)
can be easily handled in communications; however, handling
them for radar sensing is challenging, as will be detailed in
Section VI-F.
B. Formulation for Downlink Sensing
For downlink sensing, each RRU sees reflected downlink
signals from itself and the other Q−1 RRUs. For any RRU, a
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TABLE XVII: Technology matureness, research difficulty and selected key open research problems. Higher scores stands for









Selected Key Open Research Problems
Performance
Bounds 5 7
• MI formulation specific to PMNs by considering uplink and downlink sensing, and actual
signal and packet structure;
• Closed-form expressions of CRLB of sensing parameter estimation for broadband mobile
signals;





• Waveform optimization for hybrid antenna arrays;
• Low-complexity optimization schemes that can be quickly adapt to channel variation in both
C&S;
• Multiuser correlation in waveform optimization for uplink sensing.
Antenna
array design 3 7
• Using virtual array and antenna grouping techniques to achieve a balance between processing
gain and resolution in sensing, and diversity and multiplexing in communications;
• Sparse array design and signal processing in PMNs.
Clutter sup-
pression 7 5
• Parameter optimization in the recursive moving averaging method;





• Off-grid compressive sensing with discontinuous samples;
• Off-grid Tensor signal processing algorithms;
• Sensing parameter estimation with clustered multipath channels;
• Resolution of sensing ambiguity with asynchronous nodes.
Pattern anal-
ysis 2 5
• Application-driven problem formulation and pattern analysis;
• Environment robust algorithms.
Networked
sensing 1 8
• Fundamental theories and performance bounds for cellular sensing networks;






• Sensing-assisted beamforming generation and tracking;
• Characterize the Secrecy capacity and develop practical code design methods for information
encryption using sensing results.
general expression of its received signal at the n-th subcarrier






bq,`e−j2πn(τq ,`+τq ,o ) f0 e j2πt fD ,q ,`Ts ·
a(M, φq,`)aT (M, θq,`)xq,n,t + zn,t, (7)
where variables with subscript q are for the q-th RRU, xq,n,t
are the transmitted signals at subcarrier n from the q-th RRU,
and zn,t is the noise vector. There is typically a common
clock between the transmitter and receiver in one RRU, and
between RRUs, hence the timing offset τq,o = 0. Note that the
signals here are specifically collected and used for sensing, not
required for communications. However, the sensing results can
be used for improving communication performance, as will be
discussed in Section VI.
The signals xq,n,t are typically the precoded output. Let the
precoder at the n-th subcarrier, t-th OFDM block of the q-th
RRU be Pq,n,t , and the data symbols be sq,n,t . Then
xq,n,t = Pq,n,tsq,n,t . (8)
When joint precoding is applied across RRUs, the precoding
matrices Pq,n,t,q = 1, · · · ,Q are jointly designed.
According to (7), we can see that packing yn,t from multiple
RRUs can increase its length, but the unknown parameters are
similarly increased. Hence sensing does not directly benefit
from jointly processing, although there may be some correla-
tion between sensing parameters for different RRUs. However,
due to channel reciprocity, parameters for signal propagation
between RRUs could be similar. Such a property can be
exploited for joint processing across RRUs.
When RRUs’ signals do not reach each other, then Q = 1
in (7), and each RRU only sees its own reflected transmitted
signals.
C. Formulation for Uplink Sensing
For uplink signal transmitted from one or more UEs, the
received signal at an RRU at the n-th subcarrier and the t-th






bk ,`e−j2πn(τk ,`+τk ,o ) f0 e j2πt fD ,k ,`Ts ·
a(M, φk ,`)aT (MT , θk ,`)xk ,n,t + zn,t, (9)
When a single UE exclusively occupies the n-th subcarrier,
K = 1 in (9). For uplink sensing, the received signals for
sensing and communications are identical.
Comparing (9) and (7), we can see that their expressions
are quite similar, except that the variables have different
values. Therefore, many signal processing techniques as will
35
be discussed in this paper are applicable to both downlink and
uplink sensing.
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